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ABSTRACT
Silica-polypeptide hybrid particles are core-shell colloids. Established synthetic methods
ensure uniformly sized cores and provide the ability to have magnetic or fluorescent inclusions.
The polypeptide shell is highly functional in its ability to respond to stimuli through changes in
shape and formation of ordered phases above certain concentrations or temperatures. This
research explores the interactions of hybrid particles mixed with polypeptides dispersed in
solution. Depletion theory, which considers mainly entropic interactions between particles, can
be used to explain the phase behavior of colloids. Due to the chemical similarities between the
polypeptides attached to the surface and those free in solution, enthalpic interactions are
considered to be negligible. The primary polypeptide employed in this dissertation is poly (benzyl-L-glutamate), PBLG, which is capable of forming liquid crystalline phases on its own.
Phase behavior of the colloidal particles combined with polypeptides was monitored by
polarized optical microscopy (POM) to determine the onset of the liquid crystalline phase. Wideangle X-ray scattering (WAXS) was used to gain information about the crystalline structure of
the mixtures. Further characterization of hybrid particles by hydrodynamic modeling established
that their behavior is indeed core-shell in solution and depends on shell density and length. Poly
(tetrafluoroethylene) latex was analyzed by depolarized dynamic light scattering (DDLS) as a
precursor to the study of magnetic hybrid particles which also have a depolarizing affect.

xix

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Colloids
Interest in colloidal mixtures dates back to the early 1900s when latex was first
discovered. Since then scientists have sought to learn as much as possible about the unique
characteristics of colloidal systems. Colloids are defined as particles of one phase dispersed in a
medium of a different phase with a particle size ranging from approximately 1 nanometer to 1
micron.1 Colloidal particles can take on the form of droplets of liquid or hard particles that
remain suspended in solution for some time. Well-known colloidal mixtures include aerosols,
paints, and foams. Ideally, they exist in stable dispersions, but they are easily destabilized and
often require modification in order to maintain their ordered arrangement. The particles can be
stabilized by charge,2 surfactants,3 or incorporation of other particles4 into the colloidal matrix.
When colloids are destabilized, the particles aggregate. The tendency towards aggregation can be
measured by examining the zeta potential of a dispersed particle, where high potentials (greater
than 40 mV) correspond to more stable mixtures.5 Colloidal particles fall into a defined size
range, but not necessarily a defined shape. Spherical is the most familiar, followed by rods and
disks, but with new technologies capable of fabricating more detailed shapes, colloidal particles
now include uniformly-sized rings, tetrahedra, and ellipsoids.6-9
Colloidal suspensions are often studied when individual particle characteristics are
desired, but increases in particle concentration do not always lead to an amorphous aggregate. In
some instances, depending on shape, size, density, etc. colloidal crystals form. Colloidal crystals
are defined by an ordered array of microparticles where a crystalline packing arrangement can be
assigned. For example, monodisperse silica microspheres organize into a hexagonal close packed
(HCP) crystal.10 Opal is a naturally occurring colloidal crystal11 whose aesthetic value arises
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from the many colors visible at the surface. Colloidal crystals diffract certain wavelengths of
light, based on the size of the interstitial regions, making it a useful tool for developing materials
with tuned optical properties.12, 13
The colloidal properties obtained from a system potentially depend on whether the
system is dilute or concentrated. In dilute systems colloidal particles experience unrestricted
Brownian motion, a random trajectory imposed by multiple collisions with solvent molecules.
These random motions can be correlated to determine diffusion behavior, which leads to
information about size or shape.14 In more concentrated systems, interactions between particles
come into play and physical parameters such as surface charge and excluded volume, which
dictates the distance between colloids, provides information about how the colloidal particles
assemble or aggregate.15,

16

Chapter 3 of this dissertation deals with colloidal interactions

between hybrid particles and rodlike polymers, specifically ones that are capable of selfassembly into ordered structures.
1.2 Polypeptides
1.2.1 General Properties
When amino acids form covalent bonds the resultant functional group is an amide and the
neighboring carbon bears a pendant group. There are 22 possible variations of this pendant group
that make up the standard set of amino acids.17 The conformation of the side chain attached to
the backbone takes on either an (L) or (D) descriptor based on the direction in which it rotates
polarized light. The length of the chain determines the terminology used to refer to it. Up to 50
amino acids is commonly referred to as a peptide, where a polypeptide can contain over a
thousand amino acids. The structure of proteins, comprised of amino acids, has four primary
levels of complexity: primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary. Primary is concerned with the
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sequence of amino acids that make up a polypeptide. Secondary structures, the alpha helix and
beta sheet, ensue once chains are long enough to form intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Tertiary
structure refers to the entire folded conformation of a protein made up of many polypeptides and
quaternary is composed of an oligomeric assembly of subunits. Both tertiary and quaternary are
much larger in size than the polymers studied here.

Figure 1.1 Structure of a peptide bond between two amino acids. “R” refers to the pendant group
that defines the peptide.
Synthetic poly (-amino acids) have been used extensively not only for mimicking
protein behavior, but because of their predictable nature they are often modified and incorporated
into other polymers, particles and fibers. Pauling and Corey18-20 were the first to report the alpha
helical structure of poly (-amino acids), where hydrogen bonding between the oxygen of the
carbonyl and the hydrogen attached to the backbone nitrogen stabilize the structure. There also
exists a 310-helix with only three residues per turn, but of the two, the alpha helix is more stable
and the most common secondary structure found in nature.21 In beta-sheet arrangement hydrogen
bonding again serves as the stabilizing force for the structure, but the polymer is extended with
bonding between parallel sheets.22-24
When regular order does not exist in the structure the polymer conformation is referred to
as random coil. Polypeptides are not locked into a particular secondary structure; they are
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capable of reversibly changing from -helical to random coil with varying temperature or
solvent conditions.25 Often helical polypeptides have intermittent regions of disorder where they
randomly coil and display a lack of structure at the ends of the helix.26, 27

Figure 1.2 Hydrogen bonding in a generic -helical polypeptide. The green dashed lines follow
the direction of hydrogen bonding and the corresponding numbers are the length over which it
extends.

Figure 1.3 Axial view of a generic -helical polypeptide. Side chains extend outward from the
central axis.
4

Figure 1.2 shows the hydrogen bonding of a generic polypeptide. The green dashed lines
refer to the path of interaction between the carbonyl oxygen and the hydrogen extending from
the nitrogen. The corresponding numbers are the lengths of the hydrogen bonds measuring just
over 2 Å (SYBYL software, Tripos, Inc. St. Louis, MO), which are similar to values obtained by
Aravinda.28 The -helical structure also works to minimize steric repulsion. An axial view of the
polypeptide is shown in Figure 1.3 where pendant groups extend outward from the backbone. As
the molecule curves around, a staggered arrangement is created where each pendant group is
slightly rotated from the next.
1.2.2 Poly (-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG)
1.2.2.1 Structure
When a polypeptide consists of a single type of amino acid it is referred to as a
homopolypeptide. They are frequently synthesized as useful tools for studying a particular
property of one amino acid. PBLG in particular is one of the most studied synthetic polypeptides
given the ease of synthesis, lengths over which it maintains its rodlike structure and solubility in
a number of solvents at a range of temperatures.22, 29-87

Figure 1.4 Structure of Poly (-benzyl-L-glutamate).
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The most stable conformation of -helical PBLG is an 18/5 helix, where 18 refers to the
number of residues and 5 refers to the number of helical turns required. A 7/2 helix is also found
for PBLG, but it is less stable and irreversibly converts to an 18/5 helix.88, 89 The average number
of residues per turn in the more stable conformation is 3.6. Polypeptide length is calculated by
taking into consideration that each peptide residue covers 1.5Å in linear height.90 As a result of
these dimensions, a simple equation can be used to calculate the contour length of a polypeptide
chain.
( )

(1.1)

Synthesis of the PBLG monomer begins with L-glutamic acid; commonly studied due to
its numerous biomedical applications and uses in food science.91-93 Esterification with benzyl
alcohol leads to the formation of benzyl-L-glutamate (BLG), and finally, treatment with an acyl
chloride yields the N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) of BLG. Polymerization follows through a ringopening process with a basic initiator, where choice of initiator corresponds to differences in
molecular weight.93 Addition of each monomer leads to the elimination of carbon dioxide gas,
which also serving as an indicator of the progression of the reaction.34
1.2.2.2 Solvent Interactions
Solvent plays a large role in the behavior of a polymer. For example, we ascribe the terms
good, poor or theta to a solvent depending upon a polymer’s reaction to it. 94, 95 For polypeptides,
the solvent interactions affect whether the polymer adopts the helical conformation or random
coil. Certain solvents are considered to be helicogenic, meaning the polymer maintains its helical state in solution. Doty et al96 were among the first to study the shape and aggregation
state of PBLG in solution by viscometry and light scattering. Since then several studies have
been conducted to refine this list for various temperatures, molecular weights and
6

concentrations.25, 26, 38, 48, 97-104 Helix-coil transitions have also been studied theoretically in order
to determine the effect of neighboring peptides on those locked in the helical conformation.98
Dimethylformamide, m-cresol, dichloromethane and pyridine are typical helicogenic
solvents. All have polarity in common, making them capable of dissolving PBLG, but all are
aprotic so that they do not disrupt the hydrogen bonding; however, solubility of the polymer does
not ensure the polymers are dispersed. Some solvents, such as THF and dioxane, lead to
aggregation.105
Acidic solvents such as dichloroacetic acid and trifluoroacetic acid initiate the transition
from helix to coil in PBLG by competitively hydrogen-bonding with available carbonyl oxygen
or by protonation of the amide nitrogen.99,

103

The full transition from helix to coil happens

quickly upon solvation of the polymer as opposed to a slow unraveling of the helix. 38 Strong
acids also debenzylate the side chain, resulting in glutamic acid or a polyelectrolyte.
In this dissertation most of the studies for PBLG are conducted in pyridine, which does
not disrupt the helical form even though pyridine is capable of hydrogen bonding.103, 106 Pyridine
is a proton acceptor and would not easily compete with the polypeptide backbone carbonyl.
Instead, it may be inclined to associate with the ester group of the side chain. Physically, the
bulky benzyl group may provide steric hindrance from allowing pyridine, which is larger than
the interstitials of the polymer chain, to interact with the core of the helix.
The same alignment of the amide groups along the polypeptide axis that allows for
hydrogen bonding also gives rise to a net dipole moment on the polymer, which increases with
the length of the polypeptide.99, 105, 107 As a result, PBLG responds well to both electronic and
magnetic fields. Because alignment of polypeptides creates birefringence, its optical properties
are coupled to its electronic response and optical measurements become possible. Several
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experiments conducted by Watanabe exploited the electo-optical properties of PBLG, where
alignment of the polypeptide under various conditions in an electric field altered its optical
properties.99, 108-110 The dielectric constant, which is the response of the polymer to an electric
field, is affected by solvent conditions,105 polymer concentration,100 and shear.75 PBLG also
exhibits a strong response to magnetic fields in solution or dried films.73, 111-113
Knowledge of PBLG’s -helical structure in solution permits study of its hydrodynamic
behavior to determine the degree of rigidity of the polymer. Although it is often considered a
rigid rod for simplification of calculations, PBLG displays some flexibility in solution. 114 It has
been proposed that there are portions of the polymer chain that take on a random coil structure,
sometimes referred to as “kinks,” allowing bending of the chain leading to an overall description
of PBLG as semi-flexible.115 The persistence length of a polymer corresponds to the length over
which it remains linear. This is much longer for -helical polypeptides than it is for regular
freely jointed chains or even polymers with extensively conjugated backbones.116
1.3 Liquid Crystals
1.3.1 General Properties of Liquid Crystals
Once confined to scientific discourse, liquid crystals (LCs) have now become part of our
everyday language due to the popularity of liquid crystalline displays (LCDs). Their unique color
properties that arise from the order of the material and its capability to manipulate light make
LCs a beautiful subject for scientific study. What makes them useful materials to study is the fact
that liquid crystals can be manipulated by temperature, concentration changes and electric and
magnetic fields opening up an abundance of possibilities.
All molecules possess enough energy to vibrate in space, but the vibrations are minimal
and do not disrupt the order. Figure 1.5 shows the rigid alignment of a solid crystal which
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maintains order in the x, y and z planes. Alternately, a liquid’s molecules are randomly arranged
and are free to move and rotate in any direction. Liquid crystals combine these characteristics by
allowing the molecules to have the freedom to translate and rotate, but only in certain directions.
As a result the term mesomorphic, stemming from the Greek words middle and form or
structure, is applied to liquid crystals as they possess characteristics of both solid crystals and
liquids. The anisotropic particles or polymers that make up these phases are referred to as
mesogens. When the particles are randomly positioned with no alignment in any direction, the
system is called isotropic.

Figure 1.5 Molecules in the arrangement of a solid crystal, liquid, and liquid crystal.
Refractive index is a number that characterizes how light propagates through a material.
When particles in a fluid have long-range alignment, light propagation through that fluid is
affected. Liquid crystals are birefringent, meaning two refractive indices are present, because of
the anisotropy of the particles. Under crossed polarized light microscopy (discussed more in
Chapter 2) birefringent materials may display colors from its interaction with light. Isotropic
solutions are not ordered and show no color in these types of experiments.
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The primary categories of liquid crystal are called nematic, smectic, and cholesteric as
defined by Friedel117 with rodlike polypeptides participating in all three. Nematic liquid crystals
are ordered only in the z-direction, parallel to the long axis of the molecule, the director. They
are named for their appearance in some instances that resemble a threadlike structure. Smectics
encompass a broad range of liquid crystalline order due to the many variations of the primary
structure. The order most resembles a solid crystal in two planes, x and z, resulting in a layered
organization, but in the y plane order is optional. Another subset applies to the tilt of the particle
away from a central z-axis, which can vary with each layer. Subscripts and superscripts are
assigned to each case with more than a dozen being identified so far.118
Cholesterics are of primary interest in this dissertation as it is the dominant structure
adapted by PBLG. Cholesterics are also referred to as chiral nematics because of their helical
superstructure, but are not typically put into the same category as nematics because of the large
difference in structural behavior and optical properties. Cholesteric liquid crystals have a
layered-type structure, but not similar to smectics. Within each horizontal plane there is order
similar to a nematic, but each plane is twisted slightly from the one below giving an overall
helical character to the structure. This twist is induced by the chiral nature of the polymers
themselves.
The schematic of the cholesteric twist is shown in Figure 1.6A. A full 360° turn is
considered to be the pitch of the helix, only half of that is depicted here. Alongside it is a typical
cholesteric liquid crystal viewed in crossed polarized microscopy. Noticeable are the striations
present in the sample that are characteristic of cholesterics. These light and dark patterns result
from the polarization of light being alternately parallel then perpendicular to the long axis of the
polymer. The cholesteric pitch varies with concentration of the solute, ionic strength of the
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solvent, temperature, polymer length, or intentionally manipulated by the application of an
electric field.119-122
A

B

Figure 1.6 (A) Schematic showing the periodic changes in the director and (B) banding pattern of
a cholesteric. Scale bar is 50 microns.
Cholesterics circularly polarize light as the electric field rotates in accordance with the
director of each plane; following a helical pattern in space as the incident light propagates along
the optical director.123 Brilliant colors are reflected as CLCs interact with white light. A single
color is reflected when the wavelength of light entering the helical twist is on the same order as
the pitch. This selective reflection depends on pitch and slight changes result in the refection of
different wavelengths. The ability to produce phototunable liquid crystals is important for the
development of new display materials. Doping is another method commonly used to affect color.
Use of azobenzene dyes that undergo tautomerization altering the orientation of the liquid crystal
has become a popular technique.124-126
The condition for liquid crystal phase formation is characterized as either thermotropic or
lyotropic. The phase transition for a thermotropic LC occurs with variation in temperature, while
for lyotropic it depends on concentration.77,

80, 81, 127

Not only polypeptides, but many other

rodlike polymers form lyotropic liquid crystals, such as DNA,128,
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129

polysaccharides130 and

cellulose derivatives.131 The simplest phase formation, isotropic to nematic (I-N), has been
described theoretically, experimentally, and by simulation. Flory132,

133

and Onsager134 are

considered pioneers in the field of liquid crystals. Both constructed models for the transition of
anisotropic particles in solution from random to ordered phases, but their models used different
mathematical approaches. Flory applied a lattice theory where each point on the lattice is
occupied by either a solvent molecule or a monomer unit.127 Onsager was the first to show that
the Density Functional Theory (DFT) approximated to the second virial coefficient could be
applied to long, thin rods.133 Since then his theory has been extended to include rods that are
semi-flexible, charged, or possess a low aspect ratio.135
The transition from isotropic to crystalline is not sharp in lyotropic LCs. An intermediate
region lies between the two phases where both isotropic and crystalline phases coexist. In the
biphasic region, spherulites or large droplets of the crystalline phase form. Theoretical
calculations for onset of the crystalline phase were established by both Flory and Onsager. Flory
derived the transition from isotropic to biphasic as ϕA = (8/x)/(1−2/𝑥), where 𝑥 = /𝑑 and ϕB is
the point at which the solution is completely cholesteric. Onsager’s definition depends on a
scaling of the axial ratio, ϕA = 4/x = 4𝑑/ , where d is diameter and L the length. According to Bu
et al. the transition point for semiflexible chains begins at a slightly higher concentration than
Onsager’s theory predicts, but Flory’s expectation is too high.35
1.3.2 PBLG Liquid Crystals
Synthetic PBLG was reported to be birefringent by Elliott and Ambrose in 1950 and a
few years later Robinson reported extensively on the formation of PBLG liquid crystals. 61, 62, 128,
136

As mentioned previously, PBLG is widely used in studies of liquid crystalline behavior due to

its rodlike shape. Most often PBLG takes the form of a cholesteric, but it can also adopt a
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nematic or smectic arrangement under certain conditions. Solvent contributes to the handedness
of the cholesteric helix. In 1,4-dioxane and chloroform the cholesteric is right-handed, but in
dichloroethane it is left-handed. Mixtures of solvents that induce opposite twists constrain PBLG
to a nematic state, likewise mixtures of left-and right-handed poly (-benzyl glutamate) result in
a nematic liquid crystal.127,

137

Application of a strong magnetic field also causes cholesteric

PBLG cholesteric to untwist to a nematic where the optical axis is aligned parallel to the
magnetic field. Both the strength of the magnet and the time allotted for transformation are
factors. Weak magnetic fields align large domains of the cholesteric, but do not create a single
nematic phase; in any case a sufficient amount of time is required for the transition due to the
viscosity of the solution.113, 138, 139
PBLG falls under the category of lyotropic and forms liquid crystals in the organic
solvents methylene chloride, dimethylformamide, and pyridine.64 During the transition from
isotropic to crystalline PBLG organizes itself into spherulites, which are droplets of liquid
crystalline phase in the middle of an otherwise isotropic region, where their circular shape is
attributed to the interfacial tension between it and the surrounding phase. Robinson noted that the
transition from ϕA to ϕB has no strong dependence on molecular weight and the B point was
typically at a concentration slightly above A for all molecular weights.
In the fully crystalline region PBLG takes on all of the characteristics mentioned for a
cholesteric liquid crystal, including fingerprint texture and optical properties. The periodicity of
the fingerprint pattern varies inversely with the square of concentration in both m-cresol and
dioxane. Similar results were observed for methyl glutamate, but this does not imply it is the case
for all polypeptides. Phase behavior diagrams for PBLG in various solvents have been
developed. Russo and Miller showed that PBLG coexists as two different types of crystalline
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phases at very specific concentrations and temperatures in DMF.64,

65, 140

In solvent mixtures

containing acid, random coil PBLG transitions to helical when heated allowing it to form a
crystalline phase. As the mixture is further heated, it returns to the isotropic state.48
1.4 Hybrid Particles
Hybrid particles are prominent in scientific research due to the ample number of
combinations possible for core-shell particles targeted to specific applications. They are multilayered microspheres where each layer serves its own purpose. The structure is normally coreshell, where a dense or solid core is coated with a flexible, functional outer shell. This is the most
common format, but rapid expansion of the field has made room for a variety of hybrid
structures. The attractiveness of composite particles lies in the ability to create custom particles
that can be tailored for a specific need.
Metallic nanoparticles, especially gold and silver, are often studied due to their optical,
electrical, and chemical properties.4, 5, 141, 142 The ability to functionalize these particles and study
their physical behavior has been examined thoroughly, making them useful for composite
particle research. Gold nanoparticle cores have been functionalized with liquid crystal–forming
mesogens with the intent of creating ordered phases.143 “Smart” particles were also constructed
using a gold core and PNIPAM as the stimuli-responsive shell.144 Silver nanoparticles, useful as
catalytic agents, are likely to aggregate irreversibly. Coatings of PS-PNIPAM copolymers serve
to stabilize the particles in solution while providing for stimuli-responsive behavior.145
The areas of application for composite particles are broad. Inorganic-organic
microspheres were designed for antireflective coatings146 and poly-lactic acid-coated silica
particles are a biocompatible and biodegradable option for drug delivery and tissue
regeneration.147 Conducting particles, functionalized with disk-shaped mesogens,148 were
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designed to form columnar crystalline phases instead of the more traditional nematic liquid
crystal.
The structure of the composite particle allows for creativity not only in determining
which functions will be incorporated into the different layers, but the synthesis of the layers
within. Malenovska’s work includes synthetic feats such as tri-layer inorganic-organic-inorganic
hybrid particles intended to push the boundaries of layered structures.149 Other possibilities for
composite particles are magnetic150 or fluorescent151 inclusions within the central core allowing
for easy manipulation or observation of the particles. The approach to composite particles can be
strictly pragmatic. Zorn et al.152 attached diblock copolymers to nanorods solely for the purpose
of solubilizing them, but their primary focus was on the semiconducting properties and
anisotropic shape of the rods that promotes liquid crystal formation.
In the case of hybrid particles with polymer shells, it is a logical choice to apply the
knowledge gained about polypeptides to functional materials. Early studies of this kind of system
were conducted more than 30 years ago and the area has steadily progressed since then.153, 154
The writer’s home group has worked extensively with various polypeptides covalently attached
to surfaces.29, 71, 72, 155-157 A variety of fields have taken advantage of polypeptide hybrid particles.
For instance, biotechnology is enhanced by particles that show promise for drug encapsulation
by the polypeptide shell or for molecular imaging.59,

158-160

Sensors are another popular

application due to the helix to coil transition initiated by temperature and pH changes. 161 The
ordered structures polypeptides can form are of interest in this dissertation and the phase
behavior of silica-polypeptide hybrid particles is explored.
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CHAPTER 2. ANALYTICAL METHODS
2.1 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
Berne and Pecora describe electromagnetic radiation as “one of the most important
probes of the structure and dynamics of matter.”1 Proof of this idea can be seen in the diverse
array of techniques and instruments based on irradiation of a material with various wavelengths
of light. Dynamic light scattering employs coherent light in the visible range (400-700 nm
wavelengths) to measure the size of polymers and particles and their distribution of sizes. DLS
was previously named for specific components of the process, photon correlation spectroscopy
(PCS) emphasized the statistical correlation of scattered light, while quasi-elastic light scattering
(QELS) described the type of scattering that occurs in the process. Light scattering is still the
most accurate description of the experiment, but now the word dynamic is used as a descriptor to
distinguish it from static light scattering (SLS).
DLS is a nondestructive method for measuring size with one of its biggest advantages
being the ability to study objects in solution. Other methods, such as transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), require items to be dry and possibly stained for color, which can severely
alter a polymer from its original state. Harsh electron or X-ray beams may also deteriorate the
sample to the point where it can be analyzed only once making experiments more costly to
repeat.
Polymers and colloidal particles are capable of being studied in almost any solvent, or
even combinations of solvents, as long as the refractive indices and viscosities are known.
Beyond particle sizing, the effect of temperature changes can be explored, which may provide
insight into properties of thermally responsive polymers.2 Aggregation behavior is measurable by
DLS in terms of finding the critical micelle concentration for block copolymers3 or determining
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the bundling characteristics of a filament.4 Information can also be gained from core-shell
particles by refractive index matching of the solvent to either the core or the shell of the particles
to examine their behavior. Intentionally aggregating particles through depleting interactions has
been studied by DLS allowing the generation of phase behavior diagrams.5
A prerequisite of a DLS experiment to measure size is that measurements are done on
dilute solutions. The governing principles of this technique are derived on the basis of the
measurement of many individual scatterers. Deviation from this assumption by having multiple
scatterers, e.g. a concentrated solution, decreases the accuracy of the numbers obtained. There
are proposed methods of dealing with this case such as Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy (DWS),
which probes particle displacement to decipher viscoelastic properties of the system,6, 7 and 3-D
cross correlation detection which conducts two light scattering experiments of the same sample
simultaneously.8, 9
There are two modes in which DLS measurements are done, homodyne or heterodyne.
Homodyne scattering is most common and is based on the detection of scattered light solely
from the sample, while heterodyne detection incorporates a portion of the unscattered beam. The
experimental setup for the latter differs from that of homodyne detection, which is the primary
detection method used in this research, by the addition of optics or other elements that mix a
portion of the laser beam with the light scattered by the sample.
The light source for DLS is usually a laser tuned to a narrow wavelength range. Before
and after the sample are focusing lenses that direct light to the sample cell and from the cell to
the detector. The sample is immersed in a toluene bath for refractive index matching of the glass
(nD ~1.5) to reduce reflections that occur when the laser beam enters or leaves the cell; these
reflections would interfere with detection of the scattered light. Both the sample and toluene are
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encased in a jacket capable of controlling the temperature of the sample, which factors into the
thermal energy portion of the equation required to calculate size. Once scattered light leaves the
sample, it passes through an aperture and pinhole which serve to spatially coordinate the
scattered light and block light from other angles. The detector receives the scattered light and the
fluctuating signal is passed on to the correlator (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Typical setup for dynamic light scattering instrumentation.
The detector for most of the experiments reported in this dissertation was equipped with
two photomultiplier tubes arranged in pseudo cross-correlation mode. True cross-correlation
detection requires the use of two detectors and the individual signals are combined in an effort to
minimize the effects of multiple scattering or afterpulsing where additional pulses of light follow
the original pulse of light sent to the detector.10, 11 In pseudo cross correlation, the light received
by the detector is divided with a beam splitter which passes one beam on to the first photodiode
and the other beam is reflected onto the second photodiode.12 This configuration can defeat
afterpulsing but not multiple scattering. To acquire scattered signal at a range of angles the
detector is attached to a goniometer and rotated manually. Automated systems exist, but an
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optimal situation would be the simultaneous collection of scattering at multiple angles as seen in
other instruments or as proposed by Bantchev, et al.13
The scattering process occurs when the light interacts with the electrons in the particle by
forcing them to resonate with the same frequency as the laser light. As particles move by
Brownian motion throughout the sample, the wavelength and/or intensity of the light changes
due to interference from other particles that are also emitting light. The temporal fluctuations in
intensity of this collective emission of light arriving at the detector are correlated. The output is a
correlation function which expresses the decay rate of the signal as a function of time.
Fluctuations in scattering from the sample actually occur in the electric field (E), and the
normalized field-field correlation function is represented by
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

(2.1)

where E(0) is the initial electric field and E(t) is the electric field at some later time, t. The
immeasurability of the electric field requires the statistical averaging of intensity fluctuations
over time instead. The normalized intensity-intensity time correlation function is given by
Equation 2.1 where, following the above convention, I(0) is the initial intensity and I(t)
corresponds to the intensity at time, t. The initial intensity I(0) will always be greater than I(t)
and the correlation function will decay as time increases.
( )

( ) ( )
( )

( )

(2.2)

A fundamental relationship in DLS that relates the square of the normalized electric field
to the normalized intensity autocorrelation function is known as the Siegert relation (Equation
2.3). The parameter f is determined by instrument settings and ranges from zero to one, with one
corresponding perfect coherence.14
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The electric field autocorrelation function contains information about the rate at which
the correlation of intensity fluctuations decay and may be expressed as
( )

( )

∫
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𝑑

(2.4)

where g(1)(t) is the Laplace transform of the decay rate distribution function A(). For a dilute,
monodisperse and optically isotropic dispersion the decay of the autocorrelation function is in
the form of a single exponential, but for polydisperse and anisotropic systems additional terms
are included where q is the scattering angle, Di is the diffusion coefficient, and t is time.
( )

(

)

(2.5)

The diffusion coefficients obtained are not independent of concentration. Fundamentally,
the assumption is that the particles are at infinite dilution and that neighbors are not interfering
with the motion of the individual particle. The decay of the correlation function strongly
corresponds to the long-range motion of the particles, the translational diffusion. As mentioned
previously, for a monodisperse sample, the equation can be truncated to the first term and  is
the decay rate and q defines the scattering vector where n is the refractive index of the solution, 
is the scattering angle and 0 is the wavelength of the incident beam.
(2.6)

(2.7)
Polydisperse samples exhibit a distribution of decay rates arising from the distribution of
diffusion coefficients. This distribution is typically analyzed by the cumulant method, which fits
ln |g(1)(t)| to a polynomial and the distribution of decay rates are characterized by their moments
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that describe the distribution. The first cumulant describes the average decay rate, the second
cumulant describes the variance and the third cumulant describes the skewness of the
distribution.15 Software used in the analysis of data is capable of generating up to third order
cumulant fits (or even higher orders) and the common practice for data analysis in this
dissertation is to use the first (or average) gamma of the 3-cumulant fit. Equation 2.8 is generated
from the combination of the Taylor expansion of the cumulant-generating function with the
correlation function. Linearizing the g(1)(t) by taking the natural log results in the following
equation
( )

( )

̅

(2.8)

which can be fitted directly to find the average gamma. The second coefficient used to find 2 is
significant in that it corresponds to degree of polydispersity (PDI) in the sample.
Cumulant analysis becomes less accurate as samples become more polydisperse because
a linear fit estimation is no longer valid. For a completely monodisperse system PDI is zero, but
when PDI is greater than or equal to 0.3 Inverse Laplace Transform (ILT), which converts
information in the frequency domain to a function in the time domain, becomes a more practical
method of analysis.
In the early 1980s Stephen Provencher developed a program, written in FORTRAN, for
inverting integral equations and the name CONTIN was given due to its ability to estimate
continuous distributions that are consistent with the measured data.16 CONTIN17, 18 is an inverse
Laplace transformation algorithm used to determine the decay rate distribution. CONTIN will
generate a distribution of decay rates () which can then be converted to a diffusion coefficient
depending on the scattering angle (Equation 2.6).
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There is more than one method to define the size of a polymer. The radius of gyration, Rg,
which is the average distance of any point in the polymer from the center of mass squared, is
determined from static light scattering; while dynamic light scattering will provide a different
measure based on the assumption that the polymer is accurately represented by a hard sphere.
This hypothetical sphere correlates to the size of a hydrated polymer and the radius of the sphere
is considered the hydrodynamic radius of the polymer. Stokes’ equation for drag force f on a
hard, spherical particle under laminar flow is given by
(2.9)
where η is the viscosity of the solvent and r is the radius of the sphere. Einstein relates this drag
force to the diffusion of spheres in Brownian motion by
(2.10)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature of the sample in Kelvin. Substitution of
Equation (2.9) into Equation (2.10) yields the popular form of the Stokes-Einstein equation
(2.11)
where the subscript t specifies that the radius is derived from the translational diffusion
coefficient.
2.2 Depolarized Dynamic Light Scattering (DDLS)
Depolarized Dynamic Light Scattering (DDLS) is a special application of light scattering
that differs from polarized DLS by measuring an additional particle motion. As described above,
DLS depends on translational motion, but depolarized DLS is sensitive to rotational motion as
well. For spherical particles lacking optical anisotropy, rotational motion is inconsequential, but
an optically anisotropic particle will scatter light differently depending on its orientation to the
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incident beam. Changes in the orientation of the particle with respect to the incident beam result
in changes in the scattered light as the particle tumbles about causing fluctuations in the emitted
electric field and correspondingly the intensity of the detected light.1 Similar to DLS these
intensity fluctuations are correlated to determine the rotational diffusion coefficient of the
particle.
The origin of the depolarized signal for anisotropic particles arises from the particle
having two optical axes, one parallel and one perpendicular to the longest axis of symmetry.
Incident light interacts with both axes and result in scattered light having components polarized
in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The convention is to denote the vertical and
horizontal directions with the letters V and H, respectively.19 The scattered light polarization
direction is listed first using an upper-case letter, with the incident light polarization following in
lower-case. While laser light is generally assumed to be vertically polarized, a very small percent
of the beam may not be which, for DDLS, may add noise to the scattered signal. To prevent this,
a vertical polarizer is placed before the sample to ensure a single polarization enters the sample.
The scattered light is also filtered using either a vertical polarizer to capture polarized signal or a
horizontal polarizer to capture depolarized signal. If the depolarized signal is strong enough the
scattered beam is referred to as unpolarized (denoted by the subscript U).

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of depolarized light scattering in the VV and HV directions.
Vertically polarized light enters the sample. Anisotropic particles depolarize the signal into
waves whose electric fields oscillate parallel and perpendicular to the incident wave.
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Carbon nanotubes,20 rodlike polymers,21-24 and dumbbell-shaped polymers25 have all
been characterized by DDLS, but depolarization of light is not restricted to anisotropic polymers.
Solvents are also capable of depolarizing light based on the anisotropy of the molecule itself. For
example, water and carbon tetrachloride depolarize light,26, 27 but the polymers being measured
will scatter more than the solvent, rendering its contribution negligible (assuming the refractive
indices are not matched). Metallic nanoparticles are also included in the list of particles that can
depolarize light.28, 29 They are unique scatterers because they possess a dense electronic structure
that responds strongly to the polarized incident light.
Synthesis of latex particles may result in close packing of polymer chains creating a
partially crystalline particle capable of depolarizing light. Crystalline domains are often
birefringent and the two refractive indices will effectively rotate light establishing a horizontal
component. The overall shape of the particle need not be anisotropic as spherical, crystalline
particles will produce a signal in the HV configuration.30, 31
A benefit of DDLS and the measurement of rotational diffusion is that Dr is inversely
proportional to R3, a much stronger relationship than purely translational DLS, which correlates
inversely as R. The mathematical developments are essentially the same as in polarized light
scattering in the dilute regime;32, 33 however, the decay rate is now expressed as
(2.12)
where Dr is the rotational diffusion coefficient. A plot of Γ vs. q2 is linear with the slope
corresponding to the translational diffusion and the intercept equals six times the rotational
diffusion coefficient. Stokes-Einstein behavior is still valid in this case and leads to Equation
(2.13).
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(

)

(2.13)

In addition to particle radius, a depolarization ratio ρ is reported which is the ratio of the
intensity of vertically polarized signal to horizontally polarized signal. This dimensionless
quantification allows for comparison of depolarization strength of one system to another. For an
unpolarized light source scattering in the vertical and horizontal directions are additive and the
depolarization ratio is expressed as
(2.14).
Commonly, the incident beam is vertically polarized due to the use of laser light and the incident
horizontal components are reduced to zero leaving the final form as
(2.15).
and the subscript (V) is often dropped.
A subset of depolarized DLS is the case of zero-angle scattering. Usually applied to
strongly scattering particles, this method eliminates the translational component and considers
rotational diffusion exclusively.
(2.16)
A benefit of this technique is enhanced resolution between particles of similar size, requiring
only about 25% difference as opposed to the traditional DLS where the rule of thumb is a full
100% difference in size.34, 35 Disadvantages are sensitivity to fluctuations in the laser output and
low scattering intensity in comparison to the incident light that reaches the detector.36
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2.3 Small and Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS and WAXS)
2.3.1 Introduction
Dynamic light scattering described above is used to size particles or measure fluctuations
on a micron to nanometer scale. Increasing the q-range and thereby decreasing the observable
size range is possible with Small and Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS and WAXS). These
techniques are used to determine detailed information about the structure of a material or particle
on the micrometer or nanometer scale. In some instances it is beneficial to use dynamic light
scattering and X-ray scattering together for particle analysis as DLS requires an assumption of
particle shape, while SAXS scattering patterns are a reflection of shape.37, 38 The experimental
concept is also similar to DLS as X-ray scattering originates from the interaction of the incident
X-ray beam with the material. Oscillating electrons generate electromagnetic radiation which is
coherent with the incident radiation, while the nucleus remains relatively stationary.
X-ray scattering has been applied to an array of materials: particles, fibers, micelles,
polymers, films, etc.31,
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In this dissertation most of the samples measured are colloidal

particles, polymers, or some combination of both in solution. For solution studies it is critical
that there is sufficient electron density contrast between the solvent and the solute in order to
have a measureable amount of scattering.42, 43
2.3.2 X-ray Scattering Experiment
All experiments in this dissertation were conducted using X-rays produced from
synchrotron radiation. Generation of X-rays results when electrons travelling at relativistic
speeds are accelerated in a circular orbit. Magnetic fields are applied to maintain the electron’s
speed and trajectory. Multiple wavelengths of X-rays are expelled from the ring in a direction
tangential to its orbit. Beamlines are placed in position along these tangential directions and
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monochromators are used to select a single wavelength.44, 45 The energy of the X-rays produced
are in the range of 5-10 keV, considered “hard” X-rays, and are used in crystallography, the
medical field, or for security scanning applications; soft X-rays are absorbed by the air.
The X-ray beam is first passed through collimating pinholes. The first pinhole narrows
the beam and intermediate pinholes are used to adjust beam size. The final pinhole often serves
to select out parasitic scattering which results from X-rays interacting with the edges of the
previous pinhole. Parasitic scattering is deleterious for a scattering experiment as it provides
additional angles of incident beam resulting in a noisy scattered signal.46 Care must be taken that
pinholes are aligned concentrically to ensure maximum beam intensity and to reduce the
possibility of scattering from the pinhole edge.

Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of SAXS setup. X-ray beam passes through collimators and
is transmitted through the sample. Scattered X-rays are shown defining the angle theta and the
vector q.
The sample is suspended in a dark chamber to prohibit interference from light (only
important when film or plate detectors are used) and placed under vacuum to limit the amount of
scattering from air. It is also possible to leave the sample in open air provided the gap is not large
enough to absorb the scattered signal. The detector is equipped with a beamstop, which absorbs
the incident beam. This protects the detector from excess photons and serves as a photodiode that
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reads the photon count of the incident beam. The 2-D detector collects the scattered signal at a
distance from the sample that defines the range of q-values.
2.4 Polarized Optical Microscopy (POM)
Entire books are devoted to the study of microscopy and polarized microscopy in
particular.47-49 Many laboratories that employ microscopes often have more than one available as
there are many small variations and adaptations applied to this tool invented hundreds of years
ago. A brief explanation of the type of microscopy conducted for this dissertation is included
here.
Cross-polarized microscopy is used to view birefringent materials. The sample should be
transparent for use in transmission mode as well as the substrate or cell in which the sample is
placed. The optical arrangement of POM begins with a white light source, which passes through
a condenser, which focuses the light, and on to a polarizer whose orientation is adjustable. The
amount of light allowed through the sample is crucial for obtaining images that are not overly
saturated or under illuminated. This optimal condition is referred to as Köhler illumination which
provides a wide cone of light, enhancing the resolution of the image. Light transmitted through
the sample passes through a second polarizer that is called an analyzer based on its position in
the apparatus. The analyzer is placed perpendicular to the polarizer where only light that is the
result of birefringent rotation will pass through; all other light is blocked and any other areas in
the viewing field are black.
Any field that encounters crystalline materials will be familiar with POM. Colorful
crystals are found in geological studies and commonly known chemicals such as folic acid,
acetaminophen, and vitamin K. In the area of liquid crystals there are different classifications:
intrinsic, stress/strain, structural and flow. Intrinsic birefringence arises from naturally
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anisotropic particles, while the stress/strain type is induced by a physical force. Structural and
flow-induced liquid crystals are birefringent because of their ordering, either by self-assembly or
action of a fluid motion.
In chapter one of this dissertation reflection from liquid crystals is discussed, but POM
images are the result of light passing through the liquid crystal. Mesogens will organize into
multiple domains as the liquid crystals form. The color of the domain depends on its orientation
to the polarized incident light. There are many orientations to consider for the interaction of light
with the anisotropic polymer in a cholesteric arrangement. Each plane of a cholesteric is nematic
in orientation, and possesses two refractive indices, one in the direction of the long axis of the
molecule and another in the direction of the short axis. The longer axis is considered to be the
optical axis. In the third dimension the axis of the helical twist is also considered to be an optical
axis. Light transmitted along the optical axis passes through at a single velocity and interacts in
the same manner as with an isotropic sample. Anisotropic particles positioned at an angle to the
polarization position of the incident light will be visible as the light passing through is polarized
in the same direction as the ordinary and extraordinary waves, which are oriented perpendicular
to one another. As the light exits the crystal components of the wave that are in the same plane as
the analyzer will be allowed to pass through. The waves are out of phase and combine to form a
new wavelength of the visible color. The phase difference between the two waves is called the
retardation. When there is very little retardation the color seen is a shade of grey, but as the
amount of retardation increases the crystalline domain will display bright colors.
2.5 Asymmetric Flow Field Flow Fractionation (AF4)
Field flow fractionation (FFF) is named for its predominant feature of particle separation
by forces exerted on the particle as it flows through a channel. Variations on the conditions of the
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channel flow allow for differences in FFF technique. Sedimentation FFF has a circular channel
that rotates at speeds up to 4000 rpm allowing centrifugal forces to act on the sample. 50 The
benefit of this technique is that particles of similar size but varying density are separated. The
disadvantage of sedimentation FFF is that it may create too much force, in which case
asymmetric flow field flow fractionation becomes the better technique. AF4 is operated in a
linear channel, under laminar flow, eliminating the threat of shear forces or particle
deformation.51 Other configurations include thermal FFF which employs a temperature gradient
that can effect separation of polymers with different chemical compositions and split FFF
separating micron-sized particles with the use of two flow streams and two separate outlets.52-54
Asymmetric Flow Field Flow Fractionation (AF4) separates polymers or particles in the
size range of 10 nm to 2 microns, much larger than is possible with gel permeation
chromatography (GPC).55 It has been proven useful for the separation and characterization of
spherical and rodlike particles,56, 57 biological materials,58, 59 and environmental samples.60

Figure 2.4 Schematic of asymmetric flow field flow fractionation (after Wyatt:
http://www.wyatt.eu/index.php?id=asymmetric-flow-fff)
AF4 achieves its high-resolution separations by incorporating two different flows through
the channel to produce particle separation according to size. The primary flow, the one
responsible for transporting the particles down the channel, assumes a parabolic flow profile
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where the highest velocity is at the center of the channel. Flow velocity gradually decreases
moving outward from the center radially. The lowest velocity exists near the channel walls. This
is important for creating an environment in which the largest particles elute last. The cross flow
direction is from top to bottom of the channel, also known as the accumulation wall, essentially
pinning the larger particles to the bottom where the velocity is low. Because of Brownian
motion, smaller particles will diffuse at higher rates and reach equilibrium at a position higher in
the channel where the velocity is faster.61
The channel is created by the use of a spacer, a few hundred microns thick, made of some
nonbinding material such as Teflon or Mylar. The term asymmetric refers to the trapezoidal
shape of the channel which is used to compensate for the linear velocity gradient seen in
rectangular channels.62 Having a more constant flow leads to better separation. To ensure the
sample exits through the proper outlet the bottom of the channel is fitted with a frit and
membrane that allow the carrier fluid to permeate, but not the sample.61 Careful choice of a
membrane/solvent system is required so that the membrane does not erode, swell, or cause
interaction with the sample.63
The separation can be coupled to more than one detection system, such as DLS, UV-vis,
or mass spectrometry.64-66 From multi-angle light scattering an intensity versus elution volume
(or time) curve is obtained. The accompanying software is capable of calculating the radius of
gyration or hydration depending on the model chosen. Similarly, UV-vis and MS provides
information about the fraction composition.
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CHAPTER 3. PARTICLE INTERACTIONS WITH CHOLESTERIC
LIQUID CRYSTALS
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Phase Behavior of Colloids
A phase is defined as a region of space throughout which all physical properties of a
material are essentially uniform. The importance of studying phase behavior lies in the ability to
determine the structure or stability of the system. Particles and polymers of various shapes and
spanning the colloidal size range are incorporated into solutions to afford them certain properties.
For example, silica or titanium oxide nanoparticles, because of their light scattering properties,
may make a solution white instead of clear. Rheological behavior can be tuned to exhibit a
certain behavior depending on the concentration or molecular weight of the polymer. Phase
behavior studies examine and quantify the interactions between the colloids and polymers in
solution so that they are used effectively. For clarification, the term phase behavior is a broad
description including both the one-particle transition from a disordered to ordered phase and the
two-particle system where initially mixed particles separate. In this dissertation both cases are
included.
The

isotropic-to-nematic

(I-N)

experimentally, and by simulation. Flory1,

transition
2

has

been

described

theoretically,

and Onsager3 were pioneers in the field of liquid

crystals. Both constructed models for the transition of hard particles in solution from random to
ordered phases, but their models used different mathematical approaches. Flory developed a
lattice theory where each point on the lattice is occupied by either a solvent molecule or a
monomer unit. Onsager was the first to show that the Density Functional Theory (DFT), when
approximated to the second virial coefficient, could be applied to long, thin rods.3
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DFT has become one of the most popular methods for determining where a phase
transition will occur. With over three thousand citations of Onsager’s paper from 1949, its
principles have been applied to a variety of materials in several different fields. For the purposes
of studying rodlike colloids, this theory has been extended to include rods that are semi-flexible,
charged, or possess a finite length.4-6 The equation describes the free energy (F) of a hard particle
fluid and considers only the particle interactions stemming from the second virial coefficient,
where (r) is the density distribution of particles as a function of the direction vector, r, and

(r1,r2) involves the interaction potentials appropriate to pairs of particles as developed by Mayer
and Mayer.3, 7, 8 The subscripts 1 and 2 distinguish between particles in the case of two particles
interacting.
∫ 𝑑

( ) ( ( ))

∫ 𝑑

∫ 𝑑

( ) ( ) (

)

(3.1)

The first term in the equation is considered the ideal part, similar to the behavior of ideal
gases, and mathematically restricts the transition to an ordered state. The second term describes
the interaction energy between two particles, which is minimized for the transition to an ordered
state in some cases. Although there is competition between the two terms, the free energy
equation is optimized when at its minimum, and likewise, entropy is at its maximum.
For binary mixtures of hard particles, phase behavior becomes more complex. The
interaction between the particles in solution can be explained by the depletion theory put forth by
Asakura and Oosawa in the late 1950s.9, 10 It states that when the distance between two particles,
immersed in a polymer solution, becomes less than the rotational volume of a polymer it is
entropically favorable for the polymer to no longer inhabit that space. The polymer will remain
on the outside of the two particles, creating a gradient in osmotic pressure that is greatest on the
outside of the particles and lowest between them. The outside force can be perceived as a net
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Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the depletion of spherical particles by rods. The shaded
area around the spherical particle is the region of excluded volume. For the rodlike particles,
excluded volume is represented by the dashed lines.
attraction between these particles, which contributes to their ordering or demixing. In Figure 3.1
the rodlike polymer shown between the spheres serves to depict its limited range of motion in the
sphere overlap region. The term depletant is given to the typically smaller entity that is creating
pressure on the larger colloid. Depletants can be nonadsorbing polymers, spherical particles or
rodlike particles, with rods being the most efficient type.11-20 It should also be noted that,
kinetically, depletion is not considered to be an instantaneous event. Vliegenthart describes the
process as a build-up of pressure over time with diffusive processes at its root18 and variables
such as rod concentration affecting the depletion rate.21
The study of phase separation in colloid-colloid mixtures has expanded to include a
variety of particle shapes originating from the principles of the Derjaguin theory which extends
the Asakura and Oosawa model of flat plates to the curved surface of spheres with restrictions to
the case of spheres larger than rods.22, 23 Phase behavior of binary mixtures is not limited to rods
and spheres; rod-rod mixtures of different aspect ratios have exhibited nematic-to-nematic
transitions,24, 25 and mixtures of rods with discs separated into a nematic or smectic phase for the
rods and a columnar phase for the discs.26 Phase behavior of colloidal particles has been studied
in depth by Fraden and Dogic, known for their use of rodlike or filamentous viruses.4,
53

27-34

Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and bacteriophage fd are naturally occurring, rodlike polymers that
are highly monodisperse, more so than what is currently available synthetically, which is
particularly important because phase behavior varies with the size of the polypeptide.30,
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Genetic modification of viruses allows for adjustment of the length of the polymer and its
surface charge density. Rodlike viruses have been mixed with spherical colloidal particles such
as dextran,29 polyethylene oxide36 and bovine serum albumin.31 Virus colloids mixed with
spherical particles have resulted in a variety of interesting and complex phases including
lamellar, smectic, columnar and disordered structures.36
Very specific conditions exist for most phase behavior experiments, leading to seemingly
infinite combinations of colloid and solvent systems to study. A couple of the more commonly
reviewed cases are charged colloidal particles and polymers, whose additional repulsive forces
alter phase boundaries for particles of similar size,37-40 and the effects of polydispersity on
boundary positions.41,

42

Theoretical studies and simulation of phase behavior of colloidal

particles have improved upon initially established theories in addition to corroborating
experimental data.43-45 For rod-sphere mixtures, where the rods are longer than the spheres, but
have equal diameters, Antypov and Cleaver were able to explain phase behavior in terms of the
strength of the particle interactions and the concentration ratio of rods to spheres.46 For rodlike
colloids mixed with nonadsorbing polymers, it is important to distinguish between depletion
attraction between rods and the entropy-driven ordering of rods as modeled by DFT.4,

47, 48

Dijkstra has studied colloidal systems by comparing various models for colloid-polymer phase
behavior. Gast et. al. have attempted to bridge the gap between theory and experimentation with
several studies of phase transitions in two-component mixtures.38, 49-52
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3.1.2 Particles in Liquid Crystals
Depletion interactions and isotropic-to-crystalline phase transactions occur at the more
dilute end of colloidal concentration studies. The possible combinations of particles,
experimental conditions and theoretical treatments are so vast that decades have been dedicated
to their study. The same rodlike polymers that behave as depletants in one instance are also
capable of forming a liquid crystalline phase above a certain concentration, turning the attention
toward the behavior of colloidal particles immersed in a liquid crystal. Similarities remain in
terms of the exclusion of spherical particles, but other factors need to be considered such as the
liquid crystalline superstructure and where the particles will reside in the crystalline matrix.
Liquid crystal applications are numerous and the logical next step is to combine them
with colloidal particles bringing about new materials with enhanced optical, electronic or
mechanical properties.53-57 The interactions of liquid crystals with colloidal properties are
complex. Mesogens order themselves in an attempt to seek their lowest energy configuration, but
the addition of colloidal particles to that matrix causes a disturbance that the liquid crystal must
accommodate. Several experimental and theoretical studies have been completed concerning
colloidal particles of various shapes and sizes in nematics,58-62 but the cholesteric phase is
gaining in popularity as more is learned about particle interactions in its more complex
structure.63-67 Cholesteric LCs display very specific colors depending on the helical pitch.
Chepikov et. al. found that carbon nanotubes and clay platelets imbedded in a liquid crystalline
phase are capable of changing the reflection color, but the presence of platelike particles did not
affect the planar cholesteric texture. From this it was determined that the plates are oriented
normal to the helical axis and integrated into the cholesteric structure.68 Locally, when particles
are much larger in diameter than the helical pitch, they distort the director and the mesogens will
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wrap around the individual particle in a spiral formation. Large quantities of particles aggregate
at defect points or form flat sheets of colloids as concentration is increased. This is in contrast to
the particle strings formed in nematics or small particles that do not distort the director.53, 65, 66, 69,
70

For the same reason, the coexistence state displays interesting behavior when particles are

dispersed. As regions of liquid crystalline droplets nucleate and grow, particles are pushed to the
outside and can eventually form a network similar to cellular structure.71, 72 They also aggregate
at interfaces between the solution and air or two different phases.73, 74
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Materials
The synthesis of the silica-polypeptide composite particles was performed by a former
student of this research group, Dr. Erick Soto-Cantu. A full description of the synthetic methods
can be found in his dissertation and in publication.75,

76

For the work presented here particle

synthesis is not the focus, but some background information is required to provide a full picture
of the particles used in this study.
Synthesis of hybrid particles begins with a silica core followed by the addition of a
polypeptide shell.77, 78 Although this general structure has not changed, recent upgrades include
the addition of iron oxide or cobalt nanoparticles at the center of the silica core and a fluorescent
layer embedded between two silica layers. The silica core is synthesized by the Stöber79 method
to yield monodisperse particles; then the polypeptide is grown from the surface to create the shell
of the particle. Distinction from the grafting-to method should be made as particle synthesis
using the “click” method has also been completed by this group.80 The silica core has a diameter
of 102.5 ± 3.6 nm measured by DLS at the time of synthesis. Approximately 7 g of BLG-NCA
was added to the mixture to create the shell.
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Figure 3.2 Alpha-helical polypeptide shell on a silica particle with a fluorescent layer and a
magnetic core.
PBLG was obtained from Sigma Aldrich with a molecular weight of 91,000 as provided
by the manufacturer (lot # 96F-5015). The polymer was not newly purchased but was tested for
degradation by GPC and NMR and the polymer was intact. Anhydrous pyridine in a sure-seal
bottle was also purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. Bare silica
particles having a hydroxyl surface and 150 nm in diameter, were purchased from Bangs
Laboratories, Inc. Magnetic, fluorescent silica particles with amine surface groups (50 nm in
diameter) were synthesized by Dr. Balamurugan.
3.2.2 Sample Preparation
Solutions were prepared by dissolving PBLG in pyridine at a high concentration,
typically 40 wt%, creating a stock solution. A small portion was removed by capillary action into
a Vitrocom rectangular cell (typically, 3 mm × 0.3 m i.d.) which was flame sealed and dipped in
wax to guard against any small leak near the seal. The stock solution was then diluted and its
concentration recalculated in order to take a new sample. Further dilutions followed until the
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stock solution became isotropic. In some cases, the solution was prepared slightly below the
liquid crystalline transition point and then concentrated by a stream of nitrogen gas until the
stock solution became crystalline. To add silica and hybrid particles to the PBLG/Pyridine
mixture, a stock solution was created. Varying amounts of the stock solution were added to
achieve the desired ratio of polymer and particle to solvent.
3.2.3 Polarizing Optical Microscopy
Optical microscopy was performed using an Olympus BH polarizing optical microscope
equipped with a digital AmScope Camera (Model MD 1900-CK) and image capture software
provided by the same company. Photographs were taken of the samples in the Vitrocom cells in
which they were prepared.
3.2.4 Confocal Microscopy
Confocal images were obtained at LSU’s Socolofsky Microscopy Center using a Leica
TCS SP2 Spectral Confocal microscope with compatible Leica LCS software. Samples were
viewed with an HC (harmonic compound) apochromatic 20x objective with UV specification in
the same Vitrocom cells used for polarizing microscopy.
3.2.5 Small/Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
X-ray scattering measurements were conducted at the Center for Advanced
Microstructures and Devices (CAMD), Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA with
synchrotron radiation of 1.54 Å at 8.00 kEV. A narrow band of X-ray wavelengths are selected
using an LNLS (Laboratorio Nacional de Luz Synchrotron, Brazil) double crystal
monochromator and collimated with three pinholes of 200, 400 and 800 m or two 800 m
pinholes. The samples are flame sealed in glass capillaries (1 cm O.D. and 10 m wall thickness)
supplied by Charles Supper Company and suspended in the beam path with a q range of 0.006 to
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0.164 Å-1 for SAXS and 0.15 to 2.72 Å-1 for WAXS. The diffraction pattern is recorded using a
Molecular Metronics Gabriel-style 2D multiwire gas-filled detector with a 200 mm diameter and
a resolution of 200-250 m FWHM in a 1024 x 1024 array. For wide angle scattering, a Kodak
PhosphorImager image plate and scanner are used. The image plate has 200-m pixel size.
SAXS data were analyzed using SAXSGUI software by JJ X-ray (Denmark) and WAXS data
using Fit2D developed at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in France.
SAXSGUI reads raw data from the diffractogram and recreates an image of the ring
pattern. Silver behenate is used as a calibration standard for aligning q-values (establishing the
sample-to-detector distance) and determining the center of the ring. The radial image is
linearized with q-values increasing from left to right. Data are exported as three columns
including the q-values, intensity in arbitrary units and the error associated with intensity. The
intensity data are normalized to time and have units of counts/pixel/second. As a result, it is not
necessary to divide through by sample or background transmission. All SAXS data are treated by
dividing the intensity by the corrected photodiode reading, which is obtained by subtraction of
the photodiode dark count. Additionally, solution samples require subtraction of the background
solvent to produce the final scattering curve.
Similar to SAXSGUI, Fit2D also displays an image of the diffractogram. A certain
amount of error is introduced according to the manner in which the center is chosen. For data
presented here, the center is chosen using the graphical coordinate which prompts the user to
choose a center spot visually. This estimation does not vary the data tremendously, but small
differences may be noticeable. Scattering angle and intensity are exported, but error is not
provided. WAXS data are used directly as no photodiode reading is available.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Potential between Two Spheres
Depletion attraction is the driving force for phase separation in a colloidal mixture of rods
and spheres. For the case of a depletant smaller than the radius of the colloidal sphere the
following equation was derived for the potential W, which is a function of the surface-to-surface
distance h between the colloidal spheres.12 The dimensions of the rod are length L and diameter
D. The rod’s volume fraction is represented by ϕr. The sphere radius is R and kBT is the thermal
energy.
( )

(

)

(3.2)

Negative depletion potential values describe an attraction between colloidal particles
while positive values indicate repulsion. A value of zero indicates no net force is experienced by
the colloids. Depletion potential curves corresponding to the systems studied in this dissertation
are shown in Figure 3.X. No net force acts on the colloids when they are separated by a distance
of 62 nm, which is the length of the PBLG rod, but as the particles move closer together they
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Figure 3.3 Depletion potential curves for a sphere radius of 75 nm at rod volume fractions of 0.1,
0.5 and 0.9 and for a constant rod volume fraction of 0.5 with sphere radii of 25, 75 and 200 nm.
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begin to feel an attractive force. Three sphere radii and rod concentrations are shown which
correspond to the three particle sizes used in the phase behavior studies. Increasing either rod
volume fraction or sphere size increases the amount of depletion attraction between spheres, but
having a large colloidal particle has a greater effect on depletion forces than a high concentration
of rods. For phase behavior studies of rods and spheres in this dissertation, rod volume fractions
never exceeded 50%, but in all cases spheres should still experience attraction at separation
distances less than the length of the rod.
These depletion calculations estimate an extremely large particle interaction and particle
aggregation is observed experimentally. Although depletion potentials as defined by Asakura and
Oosawa include the generalities that W(h) tends to infinity when h<L, but equal to zero when
h>L, calculation of exact values of in the interaction potential for rod/sphere mixtures at h>L are
positive, indicating a repulsive force between spheres. This repulsive force is described as
resulting from the stabilization of spheres due to the presence of many smaller particles, which
effectively block interaction between colloids.81 Another consideration is the concentration of the
depletant. In this dissertation, the concentrations of rods far exceed those necessary to affect
depletion interactions and this equation may not hold under these conditions.13, 82 The attraction
between colloidal spheres is not only important for depletion, but for the formation of the liquid
crystalline phase as well. Aggregation of spheres effectively increases the rod concentration by
decreasing their available volume compared to a sample of equal rod concentration with no
spheres present.
3.3.2 Phase Behavior
Three different phase behavior diagrams were constructed showing the transition of
PBLG from the isotropic to liquid crystalline phase in the presence of a spherical colloidal
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particle. Onsager defined the points ϕA and ϕB as the concentrations from which the rodlike
polymers transition from isotropic to biphasic and from biphasic to crystalline, respectively.
Isotropic refers to a random arrangement of rods incapable of effectively polarizing light such
that when viewed through crossed polarizers, the image is black. In a biphasic region small
crystalline domains begin to appear where the polymer concentration is higher than its
surroundings taking on the form of spherulites, which are birefringent spheres. A black maltese
cross is often visible in the spherulite aligned in the direction of the crossed polarizers.83 As
concentration increases spherulites grow in size and potentially coalesce to form larger structures
that may be slightly less defined. A continuous birefringent phase is considered to be a
crystalline sample. An example of this transition can be found in a single sample in Figure 3.4
showing spherulites and a uniform crystalline region. In the phase diagrams to follow, samples
viewed in the polarizing microscope were placed into one of the three categories mentioned. The
phase plots are constructed in terms of weight fraction of PBLG and the colloidal particle
without changes in pyridine concentration shown directly. This focuses on the effects of
increasing the polypeptide and colloid concentration, which were kept at a constant ratio to one

Figure 3.4 Transition from a biphasic region to a crystalline region in a single sample. Sample
composition is 2 wt% silica, 17 wt% PBLG (MW 91k, L=62 nm), and 81 wt% pyridine. Scale
bar 150 m.
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another as the amount of solvent was varied. The effect of maintaining the concentration ratio of
rods and spheres gives the phase data the appearance of rays emanating from the origin. The
same data plotted on a ternary triangular plot has a similar appearance in terms of where the
phase boundaries are located.
Early concerns that the silica particles may be attracted to the glass wall of the sample
cell were explored by confocal microscopy. Figure 3.5 is a series of photographs taken at
different depths of a single sample region. The aggregate of silica circled in blue is initially out
of focus, but becomes progressively more visible as the focusing depth changes, while other
particles move out of focus, indicating that the silica is not gathered only at the surface of the
liquid crystalline phase.
A

B

C

Figure 3.5 Confocal and corresponding fluorescence images of a sample of fluorescent silica (50
nm diameter) immersed in a PBLG/pyridine cholesteric liquid crystal. The three images are of
the same position on the sample at depths of (A) 60, (B) 139 and (C) 191 microns from the
surface. Scale bar is 50 microns.
3.3.2.1 PBLG with Magnetic Silica Particles
Silica particles with a magnetite core and a fluorescent layer from FITC were used to
create a phase diagram for PBLG in pyridine. The particle surface was functionalized with an
amino group (-NH2), which is the precursor to addition of polypeptides to the surface. The total
diameter of the silica particles is 50 nm which is smaller than the length of PBLG rods at 62 nm.
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In general, adding colloidal particles to the mixture hastens the formation of the liquid crystalline
phase. Along the x-axis, where particle concentration is zero, PBLG transitions from isotropic to

Figure 3.6 Phase plot showing transition from isotropic to crystalline for fluorescent, magnetic
silica particles (50 nm in diameter) mixed with PBLG (MW 91k, L=62 nm) and pyridine.
biphasic at approximately 18 wt%. As the particle concentration is increased, the transition point
occurs earlier and the biphasic region is no longer visible. At low PBLG concentrations, less than
10 wt%, no crystalline regions are formed.
The obvious aggregation of the particles could result from depletion affects in which the
liquid crystalline phase eventually formed around them, but some portion of their attraction may
be attributed to their magnetic cores. Pictured in Figure 3.7 are polarized optical microscopy
photographs representative of samples falling in the categories of isotropic, biphasic and
crystalline phases. The isotopic region shows no birefringence from PBLG. Tiny specs of light
are potentially dust particles, which are also often birefringent. In the biphasic region spherulites
appear and the crystalline phase is uniformly birefringent. Silica appears dark brown in color
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because of the magnetic core and high concentrations of silica nearly block out light transmitted
through the liquid crystal in some cases. More sample photographs can be found in Appendix A
along with their corresponding concentrations.

Figure 3.7 Representative POM photographs of the (A) isotropic, (B) biphasic and (C) crystalline
regions of the phase diagram for PBLG (MW 91k, L=62 nm), pyridine and magnetic, fluorescent
silica particles (50 nm in diameter).
3.3.2.2 PBLG with Bare Silica Particles
Silica particles with a 150-nm diameter, lacking magnetic and fluorescent inclusions,
were used for a second phase diagram with the goal of comparing bare particles with those that
are polypeptide coated. Many of the hybrid particles synthesized by the group have a silica core
with a diameter between 100 and 200 nm, so this size was chosen with the intent of falling
within that range. The particles in this phase diagram are not functionalized in any way and have
only hydroxyl groups (-OH) on the surface.
Along the x-axis the same plot of PBLG’s transition to the crystalline phase is used.
Similar to the previous phase diagram, less PBLG is required to transition to biphasic as particle
concentration is increased. Although a direct relation cannot be formed because these particles
are not magnetic, a comparison to the previous phase diagram shows that the biphasic region
does not form as quickly with increase in particle concentration as with the magnetic particles. It
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Figure 3.8 Phase plot showing transition from isotropic to crystalline for silica particles (150 nm
in diameter) mixed with PBLG (MW 91k, L=62 nm) and pyridine.
may be that the non-magnetic silica particles are more easily integrated into the crystalline phase
having the effect of broadening and delaying the onset of the biphasic region.
An interesting effect was observed with only colloidal silica and pyridine. Silica particles
in basic solvents such as dimethylformamide and pyridine are charged.37,
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The electrostatic

repulsion between charged particles contributes to their stability in solution and ultimate ability
to form colloidal crystals instead of only amorphous aggregates.85 It is questionable whether this
effect should be incorporated into a phase diagram for liquid crystals, but for the purpose of
establishing textural changes of the samples in the phase diagram, it is included. Figure 3.9 is a
POM image showing only silica and the bright colors that arise from this sample.
In general, samples with more PBLG than silica will resemble samples of PBLG alone
(Figure 3.4). As the silica concentration increases the mixture takes on a different texture and the
distance between cholesteric pitch lines become much smaller. In Figure 3.10 both silica and
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Figure 3.9 POM photograph of silica (31 wt%) in pyridine. Scale bar is 150 m.
PBLG are at a concentration of approximately 21 wt%. There are no obvious aggregates as seen
in earlier cases and the silica appears to be integrated into the liquid crystalline matrix. The
photograph of a single spot in the sample is shown with and without crossed polarizers. The
golden brown tint is due to the high concentration of silica as PBLG (without crossed polarizers)
has no apparent color. While the cholesteric pitch range is 16-34 m for PBLG (91k MW in
pyridine) liquid crystals, the addition of a high concentration of silica decreases it to
approximately 4 m.

Figure 3.10 POM image of 21 wt% 50:50 Silica:PBLG (PBLG 91k, L=62 nm) in pyridine. The
sample is taken in the same spot with (left) and without (right) crossed polarizers. (MC.1.15D).
Scale bar is 50 m.
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3.3.2.3 PBLG with Hybrid Silica-PBLG Particles
Depletion interactions result when it becomes entropically unfavorable for a rod to
maintain its position between spheres where their excluded volumes overlap. Additionally, for
rodlike polymers, it is entropically favorable for them to form ordered structures at high
concentrations. Silica-polypeptide hybrid particles are the primary particle of interest in this
study with the objective being to explore particles that would not interact chemically with
unbound polypeptides in solution, but only physically.
The phase diagram for silica-polypeptide particles mixed with PBLG is once again
constructed with PBLG along the x-axis. Similar to previous phase diagrams, the presence of
particles in solution lessens the required amount of PBLG to reach the biphasic state. The y-axis
contains only hybrid particles and a biphasic region is observed above 35 wt%, where the
polypeptides on the surface of the particle can interact enough to form birefringent regions, but a
continuous crystalline phase is not achieved. In terms of the boundaries between phases,
immediately noticeable is the large size of the biphasic region of this phase diagram compared to
the previous ones with bare silica. As suggested earlier for the larger silica particle, an increased
biphasic region could indicate a closer interaction between the particle and the polypeptides in
solution, but the drastic increase in this biphasic region may be considered in two ways. In one
respect, the much larger diameter (400 nm) of the hybrid particle prevents the uniform crystalline
phase from forming as just over 20 wt% PBLG is required with or without particles in order to
form the continuous LC phase. Alternately, it could be considered that the hybrid particles can
surround large spherulites help to stabilize them and prevent them from coalescing into the
uniform phase (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.11 Phase plot showing transition from isotropic to crystalline for silica-PBLG hybrid
particles (400 nm in diameter) mixed with PBLG (91k, L=62 nm) and pyridine.
Particles with homeotropic anchoring, where the polymers extend normal from the
surface of the colloid, are expelled from nematic LC droplets because their presence can lead to
long-range defects which are energetically unfavorable.72 Homeotropic anchoring of PBLG to
the silica core may have the same disruptive effect on the formation of an ordered cholesteric
droplet because of the local nematic ordering, pushing particles to the outside of spherulites. The
morphology of the sample also depends on the kinetics of the phase transition to liquid crystal. It
has been observed that when spherulites are allowed to grow slowly in size and the particles
continue to be expelled, they will eventually form a cellular-like network between crystalline
phases.71, 72
When looking at the phase plot, it is tempting to follow the “rays” that appear to extend
form the origin, but more informative are comparisons made between similar concentrations of
hybrid particles and varying amounts of PBLG, and vice versa (reading across the diagram left-
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Figure 3.12 Particle-stabilized biphasic region of the phase diagram composed of 13.2 wt%
PBLG (MW 91k, L=62 nm), 8.5 wt% silica, and 78.3 wt% pyridine. The photograph is taken of
the same spot on the sample with and without crossed polarizers. Scale bar is 50 m.
right and up-down, respectively). Comparing 9 wt% and 17 wt% PBLG at a fixed amount of 16
wt% hybrid particle (Figure 3.13), both samples are in the biphasic region, but the sample
containing the higher amount of PBLG has larger spherulites and no obvious particle presence,
while the sample with the higher particle concentration appears to show some birefringence from
particle aggregation and the spherulites are less well defined. Keeping the concentration of
PBLG fixed at 14 wt% and varying the concentration of hybrid particle from 3 wt% to 25 wt%
A

B

Figure 3.13 Comparison of 16 wt% hybrid particle with (A) 9 wt% and (B) 17 wt% PBLG. Scale
bar is 150 microns.
brings the mixture from the early stages of the biphasic region to a nearly uniform LC. Some
resolution is lost in translating the images to print, but the pitch in Figure 3.14B is in the range of
2-4 microns, similar to what is measured for high concentrations of bare silica mixed with
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PBLG. If a straight line on the phase diagram is drawn from 35 wt% hybrid particle to 18 wt%
PBLG, allowing for some error in the transition between the isotropic and biphasic region,
particle concentration has a greater effect on the transition to crystalline than the concentration of
PBLG which is reflected in the images below.
In addition to visual differences between samples, there were also physical differences
regarding how well the sample flowed. Glass cells were placed flat on the microscope stage for
viewing. A majority of samples were stationary in this position, but in some cases the crystalline
phase would begin to flow even to the extent of being difficult to photograph. To compensate,
these samples were placed at a slight upward angle to prevent movement. Samples with high
concentrations of particles (for example, 40 wt%) were very viscous and would only flow under
force or over several hours.
B

A

Figure 3.14 Comparison of 14 wt% PBLG with (A) 3 wt% and (B) 25 wt% hybrid particle.
Scale bar is 150 microns.
3.3.3 Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering of Phase Behavior
To gain more information about the arrangement of PBLG and colloidal particles some
samples from the phase behavior diagram were studied by wide-angle X-ray scattering. For
PBLG liquid crystals in pyridine that have not been annealed, there is only one peak from the
PBLG chain that falls in the q range of ~2-4 nm-1, which corresponds to a d-spacing of ~3-1.5
nm. Figure 3.15 shows a series of PBLG liquid crystals at concentrations ranging from 18-40
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wt%. PBLG (MW 100k) at a concentration of 18 wt% falls in the biphasic region, but samples in
the higher concentrations of 32 and 40 wt% are uniformly crystalline. As concentration increases
the peak moves to higher q values indicating that the rods are moving closer together. No higherorder reflections are resolvable past this initial peak. The large peak occurring at approximately
q=14 nm-1 (d=0.45 nm) is attributed to the solvent.

Figure 3.15 Wide-angle X-ray scattering of PBLG (100k MW) liquid crystal in pyridine at
concentrations of 18, 32 and 40 wt%.
As mentioned previously in the discussion of phase behavior, the addition of particles
lowers the concentration required to transition to the biphasic region. X-ray scattering of phase
samples with similar PBLG concentrations, but differing in hybrid particle concentration, are
shown in Figure 3.16. The sample containing 18 wt% PBLG and 4 wt% hybrid particle has a
very broad peak centered at approximately q=1 nm-1 (if it were fully resolved), which gives a
range of d-spacings much larger than the diameter of a single rod. This is similar to what is
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observed for PBLG (18 wt%) liquid crystal without added particles in Figure 3.15 above. With
particle concentration increased to 17 wt% a peak corresponding to a d-spacing of 1.6 nm forms,
which is consistent with ordered PBLG. Some undulations are noticeable in the lower qnumbers, but they do not convincingly correspond to the hexagonal packing expected for PBLG,
or any other commonly occurring lattice structure.
Three concentrations of hybrid particles from the phase diagram were measured and are
shown in Figure 3.17. At 15 wt% the sample is isotropic and has no peak corresponding to a
periodic PBLG pattern. At the higher concentrations of 29 wt% and 36 wt% the samples are
biphasic which reveals that there is some interaction between the rods on the particle surface. At
the highest concentration a peak at q=3.1 nm-1 (d=2.0 nm) reveals long range ordering similar to
what is observed in a liquid crystal.

d = 1.6 nm

Figure 3.16 Wide-angle X-ray scattering of phase behavior samples at (blue) 18 wt%
PBLG, 4 wt% hybrid particle and (red) 17 wt% PBLG, 17 wt% hybrid particle. The
inset shows the full q-range including the solvent peak.
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d = 2.0 nm

Figure 3.17 Wide-angle X-ray scattering of silica-PBLG hybrid particles in pyridine.
Samples adapted from phase diagram with concentrations of 15, 29 and 36 wt%.
3.3.4 Jamming of Hybrid Particles
Silica-PBLG particles suspended in pyridine were placed in a capillary for X-ray
scattering and centrifuged 30 minutes to concentrate the particles at the bottom of the capillary.
The sample was viewed in the polarizing microscope for birefringence, which was observed at
the most concentrated end. Moving upward, the sample became visually less concentrated and no
longer birefringent. Samples were transported to CAMD in an upright position to discourage
dilution.
Wide angle X-ray scattering measurements were made along the length of the capillary
moving from the most concentrated end to the least (Figure 3.18). Scattering from the PBLG
chain produces a peak corresponding to a d-spacing of 1.4 nm, which is the distance between rod
centers, and a second broad peak with a d-spacing of 0.4 nm resulting from amorphous side
chains.97, 98 Peaks corresponding to the PBLG chain increase in intensity as the concentration
increases indicating that the rods are closer to one another. The position of this peak is similar to
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what is observed in a PBLG (40 wt%) liquid crystal in pyridine (Figure 3.15). At the high
concentration the pendant groups may slightly overlap given the distance between rod centers is
less than the width of a PBLG chain, which is 1.6 nm, and presence of a peak related to pitch that
is not as visible in less concentrated regions or the liquid crystalline sample.86
Diffraction patterns provide some information about the order of the rods in solution. In
Figure 3.19, the scattering ring from silica-PBLG is not as strong as the solvent ring, which is
reflected by the relative intensity of the peaks in the scattering curve. Overall, the scattering

d = 0.45 nm

d = 0.39 nm

d = 1.4 nm

Figure 3.18 WAXS plot of centrifuged silica-polypeptide particles measured from highest to
lowest concentration along the capillary. Rg = 150 nm (DLS).
intensity is weak, increasing the signal to noise, but the halo corresponding to PBLG is much
more diffuse and lacks order compared to the liquid crystalline diffraction pattern. Jamming the
particles together by force may have caused the polypeptides on the surface to arrange in a
fashion similar to a liquid crystal, but force may be required to create this much interaction.
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Based on the phase diagram presented earlier, hybrid particles in pyridine at the highest
concentrations formed clusters of ordered domains but not the large, dense crystalline regions
typical of a concentrated liquid crystalline phase.
A

B

Figure 3.19 WAXS diffraction patterns from (A) the highest concentration of silica-PBLG
particles and (B) a PBLG (40 wt%) liquid crystal in pyridine.
At high concentrations of hybrid particles, the exact positions of the PBLG chains
attached to the silica are not easily resolved by microscopy or X-ray scattering. A schematic
depicting the possible orientations are shown in Figure 3.20. As two particles approach each
other the polymer chains can either interdigitate or bend away from the normal to the surface to
form ordered domains. Although PBLG is rodlike at lengths of about 100 nm, there is potential
for flexibility under force. Additionally, if PBLG is tilted as it grows from the surface this type
of arrangement may be more easily achieved. In all cases, the curvature of the silica core would
not allow the formation of long range order unless the particles could be packed into a crystalline
arrangement or aligned into long chains.
3.3.5 Magnetic and Fluorescent Particles in Liquid Crystals
Magnetic silica particles respond to a magnetic field by forming linear chains in solution,
but in liquid crystals their behavior can change. Theoretical work by de Gennes considered
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Figure 3.20 Schematic representation of possible arrangements of PBLG chain attached to the
silica surface.
whether the addition of magnetic particles to a nematic or cholesteric liquid crystal would
enhance its magnetic susceptibility,87 but particle aggregation at high concentrations produces a
barrier to experimental studies of this concept.88 The polypeptide shell of hybrid particles may
provide some steric repulsion preventing large aggregates from forming. Phase behavior of
hybrid particles described earlier in this chapter shows the ability of these particles to become
enmeshed with the liquid crystal. Future studies would include phase behavior of magnetic and
fluorescent hybrid particles in cholesteric or even nematic LCs. In this section are considered
bare particles that are magnetic and fluorescent.
Silica particles with a magnetite core and diameter of 50 nm (the same as shown in
Figure 3.7) were mixed with a PBLG LC at high concentrations. In Figure 3.21A the magnetic
particles have spontaneously aggregated into a large structure with smooth edges on two of its
sides. The liquid crystal accommodates large structures by reorienting around the obstacle
instead of reverting to anisotropic state. Near the edges of the aggregate, cholesteric banding
parallel to that edge gives the impression that interfacial tension is tolerated more easily in a
configuration where polypeptides are anchored tangential to the silica surface. This change in
orientation from the helical axis being perpendicular to a surface to parallel is also observed near
the air-liquid crystal interface even if the bulk solution is oriented in a different direction (Figure
3.20B).66, 89 The same type of interfacial tension between the ordered and isotropic phases also
exists at spherulite boundaries.
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Figure 3.21 (A) 50-nm (diameter) magnetic silica particles in PBLG (MW 91k, L=62 nm) form a
sharp boundary in the midst of the liquid crystal. (B) Air-solution interface of the liquid crystal
showing uniform cholesteric banding. Scale bar is 100 microns.
In studying the flow behavior of PBLG LCs, Robinson observed that as the sample is
tilted shearing forces caused a spherulite to draw into a cylindrical shape and become
progressively thinner until it forms a birefringent thread between the two portions. 90 Similar
behavior is shown in Figure 3.22. The shear forces here are applied by the movement of
magnetic particles through the liquid crystal under a magnetic field and the edges of the
projections end up intertwined with the aggregates. Robinson notes the retraction of the thread
back into the spherulite, but in this case threads remain in place potentially due to gravitational

Figure 3.22 Combined polarized and fluorescence microscopy of fluorescent magnetic silica
particles (50 nm diameter) in PBLG (91k, L=62 nm)/pyridine liquid crystal. A magnetic field
was applied to this sample. Scale bar 100 microns.
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forces if the sample cell is placed upright, but it may be pinned in this position by the presence of
the particle aggregates. The image is the result of both fluorescence illumination and standard
polarizing optical microscopy.
Fluorescent, magnetic silica particles at 1.4 wt% were mixed with PBLG liquid crystal
(20 wt % PBLG in pyridine) to determine how a more dilute solution of particles would align
under a magnetic field in a viscous liquid crystal. Figure 3.23 shows the sample after the
particles are mixed with PBLG and pyridine. The fluorescence picture on the right is taken at the
A

B

Figure 3.23 50-nm fluorescent, magnetic silica particles immersed in liquid crystalline PBLG (20
wt% in pyridine). Images are of the same position on the sample in (A) crossed POM and (B)
fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar is 150 microns.
same magnification and sample location as the one on the left. Some particles appear in focus
and others appear as hazy circles, which are most likely spheres out of focus due to the depth of
the sample. The capillary tubes have an inside path length of 400 microns, which is thick enough
to stack over 2000 silica particles so there is ample room for the particles to disperse throughout
the liquid crystal. No particular alignment of the particles by the liquid crystal is observed.
The sample was placed above a 0.3 Tesla bar magnet (measured with an MD 1-ST DC
Gaussmeter, AlphaLab, Inc.) where the magnetic field lines were parallel to the surface of the
sample cell for approximately 10 minutes. The particles begin to form long chains that are not
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linear, but curved along disclination lines in the liquid crystal as indicated by the blue oval in
Figure 3.24 (images A and B). A different position of the sample is shown in Figure 3.24C where
more particles are visible and the long, curved chains that result.

B

A

C

Figure 3.24 50-nm fluorescent, magnetic silica particles immersed in liquid crystalline PBLG (20
wt% in pyridine) after magnet has been applied. Images A and B are of the same position on the
sample in crossed POM and fluorescence microscopy, respectively. Image C is fluorescence
microscopy of the sample at a different position. Scale bar is 150 microns.
3.4 Thermal Phase Behavior of Poly(-stearyl--L-glutamate) (PSLG) Liquid Crystal
3.4.1 Introduction
PSLG liquid crystals were studied to understand their thermal behavior prior to the
introduction of hybrid particles into the matrix, which will most likely lead to complex structures
as observed in PBLG/hybrid particle systems. The most notable feature of PSLG, compared to
other polypeptides, is the alkyl side group that adds functionality and structure to the polypeptide
(Figure 3.25). The long, carbon side chains of PSLG increase the solubility of the polypeptide in
nonpolar solvents and behave as solvating agents themselves when melted. PSLG displays both
lyotropic and thermotropic properties, where liquid crystalline formation occurs upon increase in
concentration or temperature, respectively. At low temperatures ordering occurs due to the side
chains forming crystalline domains. As temperature increases, the entire polypeptide chain
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orients into a crystalline structure.91,
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The -helical nature of the backbone forces the side

chains to fan outward in large spiral when the polypeptide is viewed axially. PSLG has a
diameter of approximately 3.7 nm and the length varies according to molecular weight.93

Figure 3.25 Chemical Structure of poly(-stearyl-,L-glutamate).
3.4.2 Methods and Materials
PSLG (JP.1.9) with a molecular weight of 120k (L = 50 nm) was used for these studies.
Toluene was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Liquid crystalline samples
were prepared in Vitrodynamic cells and flame sealed, then viewed under polarized optical
microscopy as previously described. Heating of the sample was performed using a Mettler (FP80) microscopy hot stage equipped with a programmable thermostat.
3.4.3 Results and Discussion
Several concentrations of PSLG in toluene were prepared ranging from 17 to 31 wt%.
Polarized optical microscopy of the sample, Figure 3.26, shows that cholesteric banding did not
form immediately as in the case of PBLG/pyridine liquid crystals. It is not easy to discern which
type of liquid crystal is present, but PSLG in toluene is expected to aggregate end to end, and
may be exhibiting a smectic or nematic structure. As the sample was heated, it formed a
cholesteric liquid crystal. Upon further heating of the sample to 111 °C, the boiling point of
toluene, the cholesteric pitch decreased (Figure 3.27). This effect is opposite of what is observed
in PBLG solutions.94 Temperature was ramped down at a rate of a few degrees per minute, where
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Figure 3.26 Polarized optical microscopy of PSLG in toluene at approximateely 25 wt%
concentration. Sample temperature is inreased from room temperature to 120 °C, then allowed to
cool. Pictures shown in this figure are of the LC at (a) 27 °C, (b) 93 °C, (c) 111 °C, then cooled
down to (d) room temperature. Scale bar 200 microns.

Figure 3.27 Pitch versus concentration for PSLG (MW 129k) in toluene.
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increases in pitch were observed, then allowed to equilibrate to room temperature. The final
structure of the liquid crystal closely resembles a nematic.
X-ray scattering shows that PSLG is hexagonally packed at room temperature. The peaks
are spaced at the characteristic q-ratios of

√

√ , with the primary peak occurring at

q=0.04 Å-1 (Figure 3.28). This corresponds to a hexagonal d-spacing (dhex = 2/q sin 60°) of 180
Å, equivalent to the width of 5 PSLG chains. The position of the refections from the primary
peak remain constant with each concentration. At q-values ranging from 0.15-0.2 Å (d = 36-48
Å) the peak height increases and shifts to higher q-values as the concentration increases
indicating that the polymer rods are moving closer together. Change in d-spacing versus

Figure 3.28 WAXS of PSLG (120k) in toluene at various concentrations. The inset shows the
SAXS pattern with the primary peak at q = 0.04 nm-1. The blue peaks identify the hexagonal
packing of the rods in the ratio of
√
√ . The peaks in the range of 1.7-2.0 nm-1 (d = 3.74.2 nm) correspond to the center-to-center rod distance.
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concentration gives a result that differs from PBLG. Robinson found that d ∝ c-0.5 for PBLG in
dioxane. In the case of PSLG in toluene the proportionality exponent is -0.3±0.05 (Figure
3.29).95
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Figure 3.29 Log-log plot of d-spacing versus concentration for PSLG (120k) in toluene. The dspacing is proportional to concentration to the power of -0.3±0.05.
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Figure 3.30 SAXS of PSLG-toluene (120k, L=51 nm) liquid crystal (29 wt%). The liquid crystal
loses its original hexagonal packing features at high temperatures.
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The change in structure of the liquid crystal is observed in SAXS. The sample was heated
to approximately 130 °C in the sample chamber. The original hexagonal packing features of the
room temperature sample disappear at temperature where the liquid crystal is known to be
cholesteric. This scattering behavior is similar to that of cholesteric PBLG, which has no peaks
in this q-range. This observation leads the possibility of aligning particles in a liquid crystal via
changes in temperature.
3.5 Future Work
Several branches of this experiment can be explored, whether it is altering the hybrid
particles in terms of size and surface functionality or changing the liquid crystalline media in
which it is dispersed. Even the solvent choice affects the behavior of the liquid crystal and the
particle. Eventually a range of phase behavior can be understood and targeted properties
extracted as necessary for a desired outcome.
In this dissertation, hybrid particles were dispersed in a cholesteric liquid crystal. To gain
information about the behavior of mesogens near a hybrid particle they can be immersed in a
nematic crystalline phase. The chirality of the polypeptides on the surface should induce chirality
in the surrounding media. Information regarding the extent of this deformation of the nematic
would additionally shed some light on its exact behavior in a cholesteric, being that they are
locally nematic.
Some of the particles used in this dissertation were magnetic, but not the hybrid particles
themselves. Such particles do exist. Because of the dipole moment of the polypeptide it would be
interesting to see the effects of a magnetic field (or electric field) on the magnetic particles in the
liquid crystal. The coupled effect of both the magnetically oriented polypeptide and the oriented
particle any produce a stronger response than either one individually.
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Plans to develop Janus hybrid particles where one half of the particle is coated with
polypeptides are underway. There exists the possibility that these particles will form liquid
crystalline domains. Phase studies where the particles are immersed in liquid crystals should
induce early formation of the liquid crystalline phase based on results presented in this
dissertation. Additionally, these particles may have interesting features in a liquid crystalline
matrix where one side of the particle displays a different type of LC interaction than the other.96
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CHAPTER 4. MODELING OF CORE-SHELL PARTICLES
4.1 Introduction
Overcoming the challenge of having to synthesize every possible sample needed to
understand a phenomenon is typically accomplished using simulation techniques. In developing
a model some assumptions must be made to simplify the system. The surface density of a coreshell particle in a real system varies depending on both the size of the core and the amount of
polymer included in the shell, but can be approximated assuming the spacing of the polypeptide
chains is equidistant.1,

2

Another important assumption is that the polypeptide chains extend

outward normal to the surface of the silica core.
The HYDRO++ Program (Version 10, 2011)3,

4

uses a bead model to calculate the

hydrodynamic properties of a particle or molecule. Several programs have been developed by
Garcia de la Torre,5 but this program seemed most suitable to generate a model of a unique
structure such as a hybrid particle. The user constructs a model of the particle and inputs a set of
coordinates and bead radii to the program. Solution properties such as solvent viscosity, density
and temperature are entered. Particle or polymer specifications are required as well, including
molecular weight and specific volume. The bead model can be visualized using a free VRML
(Virtual Reality Modeling Language) viewing program produced by Cortona3D (Dublin,
Ireland), which has been integrated into HYDRO++. The Cortona3D viewer operates inside of
an internet browser window such as Firefox.
There are two options for running the program: the first uses a DOS console and the
second is a graphic user interface (GUI), WinHydro, recently developed by Garcia de la Torre. 3
In the DOS window, the HYDRO++ program is called and requires input of a .txt file that
contains the parameters of the model being studied. WinHydro (Figure 4.1) inputs the same
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information as the text file and comparison of its output results to the DOS version leads to no
discernible difference.

Figure 4.1 WinHydro user interface screen. Information is entered into the boxes and the results
are displayed at the bottom of the window.
The HYDRO++ program employs three types of hydrodynamic calculations, referred to
as “ICASE”, that can be chosen by the user. The least demanding in terms of computing time is
the Kirkwood-Riseman (ICASE 12) method which employs a modified Oseen tensor and volume
correction for rotational properties, Rg, and intrinsic viscosity.6-8 Third-order hydrodynamic
interactions (ICASE 20) replace the Oseen tensor with one developed Garcia de la Torre and
Bloomfield, but this calculation method has some limitations and is not capable of accurate
determination of intrinsic viscosity. The most computationally demanding and the most accurate,
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according to Garcia de la Torre, is the cubic substitution method which does not require any type
of corrective measures. This method substitutes each bead with a cubic array of 4 beads, which
provides better characterization of the friction forces felt by the surface of the bead.3
The user selects the range of q-values to be calculated for the form factor and the number
of points desired for the pair distribution function. A series of output files are generated
including a text file containing the results and a VRML file to visualize the bead model. A
protein data bank file and ASCII file are also available, but are not used here. A default option is
available where the program selects a q-range, but this range did not provide a range large
enough to see core-shell effects.
4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Linear PBLG Chain
A simple PBLG chain was chosen as the first polymer to characterize given that its
hydrodynamic properties were previously determined by this group.9, 10 The values taken from
publication are the molecular weight of the chain at 232k, giving a length of 160 nm, and the
Table 4.1 Input text for HYDRO++. The column on the left contains the changeable
parameters and the column on the right contains the corresponding description.
PBLG chain
Title
12-PBLGchain
Filename for output files
PBLGchaincoo.txt
Structural (bead coordinates) file
12
ICASE
20
Temperature, centigrade
0.00879
Solvent viscosity
232000
Molecular weight
0.791
Specific volume of macromolecule
0.98
Solution density
51
Number of values of H
2 x 107
HMAX
30
Number of intervals for the distance distribution
-7
8.0 x 10
RMAX
10000
(only if ISCA is not zero) NTRIALS
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diameter of the chain at 1.6 nm. The remainder of the information from the input file is listed in
Table 4.1. A list of bead coordinates is also required for input and they were given using 3dimensional Cartesian coordinates.

Figure 4.2 Cortona3D rendering of bead model for the PBLG chain. Diameter: 1.6 nm, Length
160 nm.
The run time for the program is only a few seconds for a few hundred beads, but if the
number of beads is increased to the thousands then the time increases to a few minutes. The
output files include the visualized bead model (Figure 4.1), and a text file containing the
calculated results (Table 4.2). The translational diffusion coefficient determined by HYDRO++
is 1.562 × 10-7 cm2/s (Rh = 15.6 nm), which is close to the reported value of 1.46 ± 0.03 × 10-7
cm2/s (Rh = 16.7 nm). The difference may be due to assumption of a perfectly rigid rod in
HYDRO++ or the small amount of polydispersity in laboratory measurements.
A bead model for calculation of hydrodynamic properties was developed by Broersma
and later modified by Tirado and Garcia de la Torre. The equations derived from these models
are discussed further in Chapter 5. Using Broersma’s equations, translational diffusion is
calculated to be 1.446 × 10-7 cm2/s (Rh = 16.9 nm). The high axial ratio of the polymer chain is
well within the range over which these equations are valid.
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Table 4.2 Summary of data and results for PBLG (MW 232k, L = 160 nm);
parameters selected for solvent pyridine.
This file:
12-PBLGchain-res.txt
Case:

PBLG chain

Structural file:

PBLGchaincoo.txt

Temperature:

20.0 centigrade

Solvent viscosity:

0.00879 poise

Molecular weight:

232000. Da

Solute partial specific volume:

0.79 cm3/g

Solution density:

0.980 g/cm3

Translational diffusion coefficient:

1.562 x 10-7 cm2/s

Radius of gyration:

4.619 x 10-6 cm

Volume:

2.145 x 10-19 cm3

Rotational diffusion coefficient:

1.196 x 106 s-1

Relaxation time (1):

3.630 x 10-5 s

Relaxation time (2):

2.777 x 10-7 s

Relaxation time (3):

2.777 x 10-7 s

Relaxation time (4):

6.983 x 10-8 s

Relaxation time (5):

6.983 x 10-8 s

Harmonic mean (correlation) time:

1.394 x 10-7 s

Intrinsic viscosity:

377.5 cm3/g

Sedimentation coefficient:

3.342 Svedberg

Longest distance:

1.600 x 10-5 cm

4.2.2 Core-Shell Particles
Input of the x, y, z coordinates is a simple task for the linear model, but becomes much
more complex when trying to place several polypeptide chains on a spherical core. To generate
these coordinates a simple MATLAB program was written with the capability of adjusting the
length of the chain and the number of chains that are placed around the core bead. The advantage
of this program is obvious in that it becomes simple to mimic changes to real hybrid particles in
terms of chain length of the polypeptide on the surface and the grafting density.
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To evenly distribute the beads over the surface of the core sphere, a code that creates a
spiral pattern around a sphere was used.11 Initially, the idea to use uniform longitudinal and
latitudinal lines as a guideline was considered, but as the surface density is increased crowding
would occur at the “poles,” which is not an accurate representation of the distribution of
polypeptides on the surface. Spiral coordinates provided the simplest route toward evenly
spacing points on the surface of the spherical core. From the initial spiral coordinates, more
beads were added to create linear chains extending from the surface. The code used to generate
the coordinates of the bead model is given in Appendix B.
The limitations of this approach are apparent when trying to model the core-shell
particles to scale. The small radius of the beads representing the monomers of the polypeptide
chain requires that hundreds are used to create a single chain. An accurate surface density for a
sphere with a 100-nm radius would include upwards of 50,000 chains. This exceeds either the
program capabilities or that of the computer used. The designers of the HYDRO++ program are
aware of its computational demand and suggest that for 4GB of RAM a maximum of 7,000
beads can be used in the model. Adjustments to the computer can be made to accommodate
7,500 beads, but error messages resulted when the number was increased to 8,000.
Listed in Table 4.3 are the shell thickness tshell (length of the PBLG chain), the number of
chains on the surface σ and the total number of beads Nbeads input into the program for each
calculation. The translational and rotational diffusion coefficients were computed by HYDRO++
and the hydrodynamic radius was determined using the Stokes-Einstein equation. Above each set
of numbers is the corresponding bead model as imaged using the Cortona3D software. All of the
bead models were constructed using a core radius of 100 nm to compare the effect changes in the
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size of the shell have on the overall size of the particle. The results obtained from the program
are consistent over multiple runs for each model.
Analysis of a core bead with no shell provides a starting point for analysis. A small
obstacle in the modeling of the core particle is that HYDRO++ requires at least two beads are
input into the system. To circumvent this, the core bead information was input and the second
bead was given a location on the surface of the core bead with an insignificant radius of 0.01 nm.
Below a radius of 0.05 nm values given in the output file did not change.
The bare core has a translational diffusion coefficient of 2.44×10-8 giving an Rh of 100
nm, equivalent to the radius input into the program. The rotational diffusion coefficient was 183
s-1, which is 2-5 times faster than the core-shell particles. Radius of gyration was 77.5 nm for the
core, but the maximum Rg obtained for any core-shell particle is 78 nm. This small variation in
Rg most likely results from the low surface density of the chains.
In Table 4.3 changes in the surface density, increasing from left to right, at two different
shell lengths are shown. On the first row, the shell thickness is less than the radius of the core
and on the second row it is longer. In both cases as surface density increases Rh,t increases even
though the shell thickness does not change. At the lowest surface density and tshell of 80 nm,
determination of the shell thickness from Rh,t would measure it as only 19 nm. Experimentally,
this effect is seen in a well-solvated shell with a low surface density where correlations between
shell thickness from hydrodynamic measurements and length of the polypeptide chain on the
surface are not easily correlated.
A series of core-shell particles having the same surface density, but differing in shell
thickness, are displayed in Table 4.4. Again, low surface densities are simulated and shell
thickness cannot be determined by subtracting the core radius from the particle radius. Based
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Table 4.3 Simulation results for various shell sizes and surface densities. All cores have a
radius of 100 nm.

tshell (nm)
Rtotal
σ
Nbeads
Dt (cm2/s)
Dr (1/s)
Rh,t (nm)
Rh,r (nm)

80
180
60
3000
2.05×10-8
67.0
119
140

80
180
100
5000
2.00×10-8
60.5
122
145

80
180
140
7000
1.93×10-8
55.7
127
149

tshell (nm)
Rtotal
σ
Nbeads
Dt (cm2/s)
Dr (1/s)
Rh,t (nm)
Rh,r (nm)

160
260
30
3000
1.77×10-8
46.0
138
159

160
260
60
6000
1.56×10-8
36.6
157
171

160
260
70
7000
1.51×10-8
34.9
162
174

on the core-shell Rh,t, the smallest shell is only 23% of its actual thickness and for the largest it is
42%. Figure 4.3 shows the change in Rh,t as shell thickness is increased. The increase is not
linear and begins to turn upward at a thickness of approximately 75 nm. The two surface
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densities included in the graph do not differ by much, but it is discernible that the denser shell
has a faster growth rate.
Table 4.4 Simulation results for shell thickness of 80, 160 and 200 nm at a constant surface
density, σ = 60. All cores have a radius of 100 nm.

tshell (nm)
Rtotal
σ
Nbeads
Dt (cm2/s)
Dr (1/s)
Rh,t (nm)
Rh,r (nm)

80
180
60
3000
2.05×10-8
67.0
119
140

160
260
60
6000
1.56×10-8
36.6
157
171

200
300
60
7500
1.33×10-8
27.6
183
188

Results from both tables show that increasing both the surface density and the shell
thickness increases the hydrodynamic radii of the particles, but there is a bigger increase in Rh,t
for the thicker shell. In Table 4.3 the surface density is increased by a factor of 2.33 for both
shell lengths, but for the larger shell this results in a 15% increase in thickness, whereas for the
shorter chains the increase in tshell is only 10%. Changes in radius are not an artifact of the
quantity of beads in the model. When comparing core-shell particles containing 7000 beads
(Table 4.3, column three), the resulting diffusion coefficients are not similar indicating that
results are truly based on the bead positions.
Two radii are considered for core-shell particles, the core radius and the outer radius
(core + shell). The larger increase in Rh,t for the thicker shell indicates that it will approach a
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value equivalent to the outer radius at a lower surface density. Figure 4.4 compares Rh,t to surface
density at two different shell thicknesses. The core is known to have an Rh,t of 100 nm and that
250
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0
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tshell / nm

Figure 4.3 Rh,t vs. surface density for a shell thickness of 75 nm and 60 nm. Core radius is 100
nm. As shell thickness increases the hydrodynamic radius increases more quickly for higher
surface density of rodlike chains.
number becomes an asymptote for the calculated radii, but as the surface density is increased the
rate becomes more linear. The points shown in the figure are at the computational limit of the
current system, but future work would include extending these plots until Rh,t coincides with the
length of the chain where the numbers are expected to plateau. This would indicate a minimum
surface density for the ability to consider the core-shell particles as non-draining spheres.
Several spherical core-shell particles can be cataloged in terms of shell thickness and
surface density, but potentially more interesting are the comparisons that can be made between
the spherical and more exotically structured particles. Table 4.5 shows two types of core-shell
particles where the shell arises from polypeptide chains placed around the equatorial position on
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the sphere (top row) and at the poles (bottom row). The bead model was constructed using the
same spiral coordinate program at a fixed surface density. For equatorial core-shell (ECS)
200

Rh,t / nm

150

100

50
tshell = 75 nm
tshell = 60 nm
0

0

50

100


150

200

Figure 4.4 Rh,t vs. surface density for a shell thickness of 75 nm and 60 nm. As surface density
increases the hydrodynamic radius increases more quickly for the greater shell thickness.
particles equal amounts of coordinates were removed from the polar regions of the sphere until
only coordinates around the greatest circumference remained. The opposite is the case for polar
core-shell (PCS) particles in that the first and last 50 coordinates were used to generate the shell.
Ideally, these models would mimic synthesized particles and changes to the surface density in
these isolated regions are potentially variable as well.
For all particles in Table 4.5 the core bead has a radius of 100 nm and three different
shell thicknesses are given and were chosen specifically to coincide with the shell thickness and
surface density of the spherical particles. Increasing the shell thickness, which was expected
have the greatest effect, based on results from spherical particles, had very little effect on the
hydrodynamic radius. In general, polar core-shell particles are seen as smaller than the equatorial
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ones even though tshell and σ are equal. A spherical particle with the same surface density (σ =
100) and shell thickness (tshell = 80 nm) has a slightly larger Rh,t. This presents surface density
location as a new variable to consider.
Table 4.5 ECS and PCS models with a core radius of 100 nm. The shell thickness is varied
equally for both particles.

tshell (nm)
σ
Nbeads
Dt (cm2/s)
Dr (1/s)
Rh,t (nm)
Rh,r (nm)

80
100
5000
2.24×10-8
74.7
109
135

99.2
100
6200
2.19×10-8
64.6
111
142

120
100
7500
2.01×10-8
55.3
122
149

tshell (nm)
σ
Nbeads
Dt (cm2/s)
Dr (1/s)
Rh,t (nm)
Rh,r (nm)

80
100
5000
2.30×10-8
87
106
128

99.2
100
6200
2.27×10-8
76.9
107
134

120
100
7500
2.20×10-8
67.1
111
140

The results also call into question the direction of rotation considered for the particles as
two planes of symmetry exist for each. Polar core-shell particles, for instance, may have two
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different rotational diffusion coefficients depending on whether spinning is about the shortest
axis or the longest. The largest PCS particle simulated so far has an axial ratio of 2.2. Although
technically anisotropic, it may still be low enough for the particle to be accommodated by
spherical modeling. This is corroborated by the ratio of translational to rotational hydrodynamic
radius being approximately 0.8 for all particles with a shell thickness of 80 nm. The caveat,
however, is that at low surface densities the shell is barely “seen.” Higher surface densities may
result in rotational diffusion coefficients that reflect the elongation of the particle.
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Figure 4.5 Form factors of the bare core particle along with the three types of core-shell
particles: spherical, equatorial, and polar. The core radius is 100 nm for all particles; tshell and σ
are displayed on the graph.
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Form factors and pair distribution functions are optional output from the program.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 contain these plots for the bare sphere and each type of core-shell particle.
The differences are small and may not be easily noticeable from the plot, but there are slight
differences in the depth of the “bounce.” The form factor for the bare core reaches depths an
order of magnitude lower than the core-shell particles, which is expected for a smooth surface.
The polar and equatorial particles have similar form factor plots that are also similar to the
spherical particle, which is not shown in this figure. Similarities are most likely due to their
having the same shell thickness and surface density. Also shown in Figure 4.5 (top, right) is the
result from a spherical particle with a tshell of 160 nm and σ = 15. Immediately noticeable are the
differences where qRg is equal to approximately 6 and 8 indicating that even at very low surface
densities overall the calculation of form factor is sensitive to these changes. The pair distribution
functions for all three cases are practically identical as the sizes of the particles do not vary by
much (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6 Pair distribution functions of the bare core particle along with the three types of coreshell particles: spherical, equatorial, and polar. The core radius is 100 nm, tshell is 80 nm, and σ=
100.
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4.3 Conclusions and Future Work
The HYDRO++ program is a quick and easy tool for determining the hydrodynamic
properties of a particle or rigid polymer. The results may be compared to experimental DLS
measurements, but more particle sizes and polypeptide grafting densities to get a true sense of
how well the programs compares to experimental results. New structures can also be input into
the system to get an estimate of the properties expected from lab analysis.
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CHAPTER 5. DEPOLARIZED DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING OF
PARTICLES
5.1 Introduction
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a fluorinated polymer mostly noted for its “nonstick”
properties. Developed and trademarked as Teflon in the 1960’s by DuPont it remains one of the
most commonly used polymers in production. PTFE is not easily processed in the melt, instead
techniques to manipulate PTFE are often based on its powdered form to create molded objects, 1
but it is not limited to use in this state. Currently, DuPont uses aqueous dispersions in a dipcoating method where several coatings are applied for the desired thickness.2 Beyond molded
objects, hydrophobic properties3 have increased its popularity as a coating material with
applications in biomedical materials and engineering.4,

5

Also useful as a substrate, Cui

synthesized PTFE-acrylate core-shell nanoparticles by emulsion polymerization for the purpose
of improving PTFE’s adhesive capabilities.6 Research laboratories all over the world have PTFE
membrane filters in common as they fulfill the requirements necessary for a successful filter
material being chemically resistant, allowing pore size control and low friction coefficient at the
surface of the polymer.7 The commercial applications of the specific version of latex used in
these studies are fabric impregnation, coatings, film casting, cookware and industrial.8
Preparation of PTFE latex is accomplished by suspension polymerization of
tetrafluoroethylene where nonpolar monomers react within droplets suspended in an aqueous
media. As an optional component surfactant, having a polar head and nonpolar tail, surround the
droplets and aid in the maintenance of the dispersion. Additives may be included in the
polymerization process to generate the desired characteristics of the polymer. PTFE is available
for purchase usually in the form of a small particle or as a fine powder with the particle sizes
available in the range of 5 nm to 1 micron.9
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The structure of PTFE is a linear polymer chain made of simply carbon and fluorine
(Figure 5.1). The long chains are capable of packing closely enough to create crystalline
domains. The content of crystallinity for PTFE is very high at approximately 95%, if it has not
been previously exposed to extreme heat.

Figure 5.1 PTFE linear polymer chain and crystalline domain.
Rod-shaped PTFE latex particles prepared by emulsion polymerization often possess
crystalline properties and are usually polydisperse. Emulsion polymerization requires a
surfactant to stabilize the latex particles as they form, but once the emulsifier is removed by
dialysis they are prone to coagulation. Charges on the surface of PTFE particles may be the
cause of this effect and studies have been conducted that relate surface charge to pH.10
Depolarized dynamic light scattering (DDLS) has a wide range of applications.11-16
Particularly in probe diffusion experiments where changes in the rotational diffusion calculated
for the probe particle depend on changes in the surrounding media.13 Koenderink studied latex
probes immersed in a xanthan polymer solution where particle diffusion deviated from StokesEinstein behavior indicating the solution could not be viewed as a continuous fluid.17, 18 Changes
in phase behavior are also monitored this way as the particle diffuses differently when the
polymer concentration in solution was increased.19,

20

Besides concentration changes, other

variables are explored as well. Changes in molecular weight, which can have an effect on
viscosity, may also alter the diffusion coefficient. Information about more complex interactions
may be sought by studying the ionic interactions of polyelectrolytes with the addition of salt. 21-23
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Still another option for probe diffusion studies is to modify the probe itself, by using a colloidal
particle with metallic inclusions that provide a depolarized signal.24
With knowledge that latex particles having a crystalline nature are prime candidates for
use as probe particles in a DDLS experiment, this chapter focuses on the separation PTFE latex
particles according to size for potential use as monodisperse probes eliminating the variables
associated with polydisperse samples. It further evaluates the separation ability of asymmetric
flow field flow fractionation by comparison with results from polarized and depolarized dynamic
light scattering.
PTFE latex particles have been fractionated by size using asymmetric flow field flow
fractionation (AF4) coupled to multiple-angle light scattering (MALS). The particles are
characterized by traditional and depolarized dynamic light scattering to confirm that smaller
particles elute first. Elution order is opposite that of size exclusion chromatography, where large
polymers elute first, due to the unique flow profile that retards the flow of large particles as they
travel down the channel. While the fractions collected from the AF4 are not monodisperse, the
uniformity is slightly increased improving their quality for use as diffusion probes. Interest in
accurate particle sizing is also useful for applications in nanomaterials. Recently, Kato studied
the accuracy of size determination of AF4 and DLS for spherical polystyrene latex particles.25
PTFE latex particles are well suited for DLS analysis even though its refractive index
(RI=1.37) does not vary greatly from that of water (RI=1.33). AF4 instrumentation used is not
designed for high throughput, so reasonable concentrations must be injected for analysis. One of
the most challenging aspects of this analysis was obtaining a concentration sufficiently high
enough for particle scattering in the polarized and depolarized modes. This is particularly
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important for depolarized scattering as the horizontal filter significantly reduces the amount of
signal.
5.2 Experimemtal
5.2.1 Materials
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) latex particles suspended in water were supplied by
Ausimont (Algoflon #D60 V). Few details were provided about the dispersion, but information
about similar latex particles in Ausimont’s D60 series may provide some insight into the
composition of this sample. It might be inferred that the dispersion is 60% solids by weight with
the addition of 3-4 wt% nonionic surfactant. Also based on patent information from inventions
using similar particles26, 27 the nonionic surfactant used in the storage of the particles may be
Triton X-100 (Figure 5.2), a non-ionic surfactant with the polyethylene glycol component having
a degree of polymerization of approximately ten units. Typical particle size was recorded to be
240 nm with a density of 1.5 g/mL.8, 28

Figure 5.2 Structure of Triton X-100 surfactant used in the storage of PTFE latex.
For analysis by AF4 further dilutions were made with purified water from a Barnstead
Nanopure system. The stock solution was a 100 L in 10 mL dilution of latex particles with
0.1% v/v FL-70 surfactant and 200 ppm sodium azide. FL-70 detergent added to the stock
solution served to prevent particles from aggregating during separation in the AF4 channel, but
the percentage is insufficient for micelle formation.29 The detergent mixture is nearly 90% water,
but the surfactant properties arise from small amounts of ionic compounds and long side chain
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complexes: triethanoleamine oleate (4%), sodium carbonate (3%), alcohols (2%), tetrasodium
ethylenediaminetetraacetate (1%), sodium oleate (<1%) and polyethylene glycol (<1%).
Fractions from four injections were collected at one minute intervals. Prior to injection
the sample was agitated to resuspend the particles that would often settle over time due to the
density of PTFE being heavier than water. Collecting a single set of fractions per injection was
not sufficient to accurately measure scattering by DLS. To solve this problem multiple fractions
were collected, in their respective vials, taking care not to “cross-contaminate” them. For
example, the fraction occurring at 39 minutes into the separation was collected in the same vial
four times.
Once multiple fractions were collected in one vial, the sample was concentrated by rotary
evaporation, an instrument that centrifuges the sample to keep particles near the bottom of the
vial while the solvent is evaporated. The evaporation time required 2 hours at peak instrument
performance. The samples were then sonicated to break up any aggregates formed in the
concentration step. Finally, the samples were filtered for dust and possible aggregates in
preparation for analysis.
5.2.2 Asymmetric Flow Field Flow Fractionation (AF4)
Separation of the colloidal particles was achieved using an Eclipse 2 AF4 by Wyatt
Technology Corp. (Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with a Dawn Heleos 18-angle light scattering
detector, dynamic light scattering detector and a 658-nm GaAs (50 mW) laser. The samples were
injected using an Agilent 1100 HPLC system (model 1100 isocratic pump, 1100 degasser and
1100 autosampler, Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). The same method of delivery was also
used to transport the mobile phase to the AF4 system. The AF4 channel fitted with a 490-micron
thick Mylar spacer and the membrane, made of regenerated cellulose, had a 10 kDa molecular
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weight limit (Wyatt). The channel dimensions were: length, 24 cm; inlet channel width, 2.15 cm;
outlet channel width, 0.6 cm; flow rate through channel, 1 mL/min; cross flow through channel,
0.3 mL/min; ramp 40 minutes to 0 mL/min; focus flow, 3 mL/min, 5 minutes. Concentration
detection was achieved using a Wyatt Optilab rEX Differential Refractive Index detector at 658
nm. Wyatt Astra software (version 5.3) was used to acquire and analyze data. For fraction
collection, 100 L of the diluted Algoflon suspension was injected; fractions were collected at
one-minute intervals.
5.2.3 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
The DLS instrument used in this experiment was designed and constructed at Louisiana
State University and has been described previously in detail.30 The light source is a JDS
Uniphase air-cooled Argon ion laser with a wavelength of 488 nm (blue light). The scattered
light is detected with an ALV/SO-SIPD Single Photon Detector (ALV, Langen, Germany). The
design is referred to as pseudo cross correlation detection due to the use of an optical beam
splitter, two PMTs and decoupled electronics. This detector is equipped for use with a fiber optic
to receive scattered light; however, this attachment is not a necessity. Instead a light-absorbing
adapter was fitted to the fiber optic port and attached to the detector support. Photon counts from
the detector were monitored using a Pacific Precision Instruments photometer (Model 126) and
the intensity signal is correlated by an ALV-5000 multiple  digital correlator (ALV, Langen,
Germany).
Six angles ranging from 30 to 90 degrees were used in measuring the latex particles.
Multiple runs, varying between 3 and 20, were completed for each angle. The accompanying
software, ALVAN, was used to inspect each correlation function and its corresponding intensity
trace. Averaged results were analyzed using the ALV-5000 software to determine decay rates.
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Sample cells were prepared by cleaning glass Pyrex tubes by sonication with soap and
water and then repeated rinses with nanopure water. All solutions were filtered with Whatman
0.45-m pore size PVDF filters (13mm disc, polypropylene housing). The cells were checked for
dust by viewing then in the path of the laser at an angle between 20 and 30 degrees.
5.2.4 Depolarized Dynamic Light Scattering (DDLS)
DDLS was performed on the same DLS instrument as described in the previous section,
but with the addition of two Glan-Thompson crystals (Karl Lambrecht) for HV scattering. One
placed in the vertical position before the sample to insure vertical polarization of laser light and
the second after the sample oriented in a horizontal position, perpendicular to the first polarizer.
Some samples were measured in UV scattering mode in which only the vertical polarizer is
placed before the sample and the scattered light is left unfiltered. Cross-polarization was verified
by viewing an isotropic sample at 90 degrees, where horizontally polarized light should not
occur.
5.2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Electron microscopy was conducted at the LSU Socolofsky Microscopy Center through
the department of Biological Sciences. The TEM is a JEOL 100CX with magnification
capabilities up to 250,000X. For this experiment images were taken at magnifications of 50X and
100X. TEM samples were prepared by placing a single droplet on a 400-mesh, carbon-coated,
copper grid from Electron Microscopy Sciences and allowed to dry in ambient air overnight. The
grids were stored in a petri dish lined with filter paper. Prior to imaging, the samples were
stained with a phosphotungstic acid (PTA) solution and air dried for approximately 5 hours.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Analysis of PTFE Fractionation by UV Scattering
A total of three sets of fractions were collected for this study since its inception. The first
set was analyzed by Dr. Erick Soto-Cantu, a former graduate student from this research group.
Subsequent collections were obtained, with the help of Dr. Rafael Cueto, to confirm initial
results. The first set was separated by AF4 and captured fractions were measured by DLS. AF4
elutes smaller particles first and increasingly larger particles thereafter leading to the expected
result of increasing radius as a function of elution time. Figure 5.3A shows both the intensity
trace with elution volume at 90 degrees. Overlain is the radius of gyration (Rg) calculated from
the light scattering data coupled to the AF4/MALS instrument and hydrodynamic radius from
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Figure 5.3 (A) Intensity trace vs. elution volume for AF4 separation of PTFE latex particles. (B)
Decay rates for two fractions, one early and one late eluting in HV scattering.
The tail ends of the peak are not easily analyzed due to the lack of signal and the values
become unreliable in those regions. Figure 5.3B compares the decay rates for two fractions on
opposite sides of the intensity peak. Rg surpasses Rh for later-eluting species and for fraction 5,
the error increases at high angles. Combined, these observations indicate that the larger particles
may be more extended or even aggregated.
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Figure 5.4 Apparent diffusion coefficient as a function of q2 for PTFE latex particles collected at
different elution times from AF4.
A repeat experiment was conducted to confirm that fractions differed on either side of the
peak. A new set of fractions were collected with approximately the same AF4 conditions and
were prepared for analysis by polarized and depolarized scattering. Figure 5.4 shows the
apparent diffusion coefficient for selected fractions. Light scattering analysis for these samples
were challenging due to what was perceived as dust, but actually may have been insufficient
particle concentration. Earliest eluting fractions were not concentrated enough to scatter and they
were abandoned for fractions at the top of the peak where the intensity was greatest. To include
fractions at approximately half of the peak height three fractions (referred to as “567”) were
combined and analyzed as a single sample.
The diffusion coefficients appeared to decrease with increasing elution time for the
fractions as expected, except for the transposition of fractions 13 and 16. The most noticeable
observation is that the later-eluting particles produced a Dapp vs. q2 plot with a significant slope,
while the others remained near zero. It was deemed necessary to further investigate this situation
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for possible end over end tumbling effects, which could be a potential explanation for the rising
slope in the Dapp vs. q2 plot.
It was hypothesized that the increase in depolarized scattering for later eluting fractions
was due to an increase in the amount of crystallinity in the particles. Depolarization ratios were
calculated for fractions corresponding to the peak of the intensity trace, where signal is greatest.
Measurements were made in triplicate and the standard deviation is taken as the error. Figure 5.5
reveals that there is virtually no relationship between elution time and depolarization ability.

H V / VV
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0.00
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Figure 5.5 Depolarization ratios for PTFE fractions 5-10, 13, and 16. Fractions 5, 6, and 7 were
combined and labeled as 6 in this plot.
Based on the previous experiment where the sample concentrations were too low,
requiring the elimination of certain samples, it was determined that multiple runs should be
collected for each time interval. The trace of intensity vs. time (synonymous with elution volume
for 1 mL/min flow rate) is shown in Figure 5.7. The size range spans approximately 20 nm
ranging from about 95 to 115 nm using a spherical approximation model that calculates the
geometric radius. DLS provides a slightly different size determination, the hydrodynamic radius
(Rh), which is also included in the plot. Three hydrodynamic radii are presented: one based on
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calculations from the translational diffusion coefficient, determined from DLS, and two based on
the translational and rotational diffusion coefficients determined from depolarized DLS.
Static light scattering (SLS) measurements are possible based on the intensity traces
obtained from software accompanying the AF4. The Guinier equation below describes the
relationship of scattered intensity to Rg, where Is is scattered intensity, I0 is initial intensity, and q
is the scattering angle. This approximation is valid only at low angles and should only represent
the linear region of the curve.
( )

( )

(5.1)

Several points are generated by the AF4 software for the intensity trace, but nine slices
were extracted to correspond with the fractions analyzed by DLS (Figure 5.6). Fifteen angles
were available for use, but to achieve a linear plot only five angles were chosen ranging from
42.8 to 79.7 degrees. Excel’s LINEST function, which uses least squares fitting, provided a
linear slope of the curves and Rg was calculated according to Equation 5.1. The resulting values
and error bars are plotted along with the other radii in Figure 5.7, although the error bars are not
easily visible due to their small size.
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Figure 5.6 Guinier plot with intensity slices chosen for the same elution time of samples
analyzed by DLS.
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Figure 5.7 Overlay of intensity trace from AF4 (black) with various calculations of radius. Rgeom
determined by AF4 software (blue). Translational Rh calculated from both DLS (red) and DDLS
(green). Rotational Rh was determined by DDLS (orange). Rg is based on Guinier approximation
(purple).
A detailed description of the method used to calculate Rh is given in Chapter 2 and the
results of these calculations are summarized in Table 5.1. The overall trend is an increase in
particle radius from the beginning of the elution to the end. For Rh,t (DLS), one anomalous data
point exists for the fraction collected at 46 minutes. Despite analysis of multiple runs, it is not
clear why this particular fraction has a smaller calculated radius than expected. Further
investigation would be needed to discover what is causing the disparity, but the focus of this
study is to highlight the depolarization effect.
The apparent diffusion coefficients are calculated the new set of data (Figure 5.8) and it is
immediately noticeable that the diffusion coefficients do not differ by very much, which is
consistent with findings from AF4 that the particle sizes only vary by about 20 nm. The slopes
are somewhat linear initially and gradually increase with elution fraction. This behavior is
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Table 5.1 Hydrodynamic radii based on calculations from the diffusion coefficients obtained
from both translational and rotational DLS. “Un” corresponds to the measurement of an
unfractionated sample from the stock solution.
Fraction
39
40
41
42
43
Rh,t, DLS/nm

86.1 ± 2.5

88.2 ± 1.4

89.4 ± 1.9

92.7 ± 1.4

93.1 ± 2.4

Rh,t, DDLS/nm

98.3 ± 4.2

n/a

98.9 ± 1.4

103.8 ± 2.4

94.7 ± 6

Rh,r, DDLS /nm

108.5 ± 1.5

n/a

113.7 ± 0.6

118.3 ± 1.1

123.3 ± 3.9

Fraction

44

45

46

47

Un

Rh,t, DLS/nm

95.6 ± 2.8

94.2 ± 3.5

87.7 ± 2.3

98.5 ± 0.8

104.0 ± 0.6

Rh,t, DDLS /nm

112.4 ± 12.4

101.5 ± 10.2

114.0 ± 2.3

n/a

n/a

Rh,r, DDLS /nm

123.4 ± 5.7

127.0 ± 6.4

128.1 ± 1.2

n/a

n/a

0.30
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Figure 5.8 Dapp vs. q2 from DLS for each fraction collected from the AF4 including the
unfractionated sample.
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Figure 5.9 Normalized correlation function for UV scattering of each fraction at angles 40 and 90
degrees.
similar to what was observed in the previous set of data. In fraction 46 the diffusion coefficients
calculated for angles 75 and 90 are considerably higher than the lower angles giving the largest
slope of all of the fractions. This may account for the strong deviation from linearity this fraction
presents in the plot of hydrodynamic radius vs. elution time.
Correlation functions from UV scattering for all fractions (at angles 40 and 90 degrees)
were plotted on the same graph (Figure 5.9). They were normalized by dividing the entire curve
by a constant to attain an initial value of one. Differences between the curves are barely
noticeable and it could be argued that particles were not adequately separated, but cumulant and
single exponential analyses produced decay rates with enough contrast between fractions that
resulting radii were not within error; however, this does not imply that the fractions were
monodisperse.
Polydispersity, quantified by the ratio of the second cumulant to the square of the average
gamma (, is plotted as a function of q2 on a single graph for each fraction (Figure 5.10).
Most of these decrease with angle initially, which indicates polydispersity. In some cases there is
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also a gradual increase at the highest angle which may be the result of problems with noise due
to low scattered signal.
There was no true correlation between the noise level of the correlation function and the
fraction number, so no trend could be established in terms of increased monodispersity or
polydispersity with each fraction. In terms of the quality of the correlation function with fraction
number, the samples that were more concentrated (showing a higher signal in the intensity vs
elution plot) scattered more light and were less noisy.
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Figure 5.10 Polydispersity index for all fractions based on cumulant analysis from DLS.
Each fraction was analyzed using both single and two exponential analyses. The results
are plotted in Figure 5.11 below. The green line shows the single exponential fit where the blue
line shows both the slow and fast modes of the two exponential fit. In each fraction the single
exponential fit is fairly linear, but the double exponential fit shows some changes with each
fraction. The blue line corresponds to the slower mode and the red line to the faster mode. The
slower mode in this case would correspond to the actual translational motion of the colloidal
particles and is expected to follow that of the single exponential decay. The red line which
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follows the faster mode may correspond to a rotation of the particle about its shortest axis
resembling a tumbling motion. Spinning of the particle about the longest axis would have a
decay rate that is faster than what our equipment could detect and is not visible here. No
appreciable difference is visible between the modes, except for the large spikes, which are
arguably due to noise.

Figure 5.11 Comparison of single and double exponential fits for all fractions. Single exponential
fit is in green. The blue line is the first coefficient of the 2-Exponential fit and the red line is the
second.
5.3.2 Analysis of PTFE fractionation by HV scattering
Correlation functions generated in HV mode were analyzed by the same methods as in UV
mode and gamma vs. q2 plots were constructed (Figure 5.12). The translational diffusion is
calculated from the slope of the curve, but reliability appears to be an issue for Rh,t as evidenced
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by comparatively low values at certain elution times and large error bars. The rotational diffusion
coefficient calculated from the intercept is in agreement with DLS results that display an upward
trend over time. Referring back to Figure 5.7 it is obvious that the numbers from DDLS are
much larger than those from DLS by an average of 15%. This additional size may be an
overestimation from approximating the shape of the particle as a sphere.
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Figure 5.12 Gamma vs. q2 plots for selected fractions in HV scattering.
Selected fractions were viewed by TEM and their sizes were measured using ImageJ
software (National Institutes of Health, USA). The shape of the particles appear to be similar to a
spherocylinder due to its cylindrical body and rounded ends, a characteristic detail that may not
be obvious from AF4 or DLS alone. During the process of drying particles for TEM, it is
common for them to bunch together. Some of them are obviously lying flat along the longest
axis, but others appear to be standing on its edge or tilted slightly upward. TEM provides a 2-D
picture of the sample, and features related to depth are typically not discernible, but the shading
and highlights on the particles hint that the body may not be cylindrical. It is possible that they
are slightly flattened, introducing a third axis, but this has not been confirmed by other analysis
methods.
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Fractions eluting at 40 and 46 minutes were chosen because they fall on opposite ends of
the intensity peak. It is not obvious by eye, but there are slight differences in the average length
A

B

C

D

Figure 5.13 TEM pictures of PTFE latex particles (A) directly from the bottle, unaltered by
sample preparation, (B) After sample preparation, but prior to separation, (C) fractions 40 and
(D) 46 after separation by AF4.
and width of the particles. Fewer than twenty were sized which is certainly not enough to
determine an accurate average of the entire sample, but the results were consistent with previous
sizing done in the same manner for an earlier set of fractions where hundreds of particles were
measured. The result for fraction 40 was an average length of 233 nm and width of 172 nm (axial
ratio of 1.36). For fraction 46, the average length was 248 nm and the width 173 nm (axial ratio
of 1.44). Interestingly, the median length of fraction 40 is 239 nm and width is 174 nm, while for
fraction 46 the median length is 241 and the width is 164 nm. Outliers affect averages more than
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medians and fraction 40’s averages are lower than their respective median values, while fraction
46’s average is higher. This resembles information already outlined that the particles are being
separated according to size, but that each fraction possesses some degree of polydispersity.
5.3.3 Theoretical Modeling of Particle Size
Diffusion of long, thin rods was modeled several years ago by Kirkwood and Riseman
using a bead model to represent a cylindrical particle.31 Broersma sought to adjust this model to
include the hydrodynamic behavior of hard cylinders. Retaining Equations (5.2) and (5.3), which
are based on the Stokes-Einstein relation, adaptations derived from experimental data were made
resulting in a new set of equations where L is the length, d is the diameter of the particle, and D
and DR are translational and rotational diffusion coefficients.32, 33
𝑥

(5.2)

𝑑

(5.3)
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(5.5)
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(

)
)
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Broersma’s equations lose accuracy at low axial ratios below 4.0 and are not suitable for
modeling these latex particles. Tirado introduced an exception to these equations that specified a
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spherocylinder shape over a simply cylindrical one. It targets axial ratios between 2 and 20.
Although axial ratios for particles in this experiment were below 2, the equations are close to
what is obtained experimentally.
(5.11)
𝑥

𝑥
(5.12)
𝑥

( (𝑥)
( (𝑥)

𝑥
)

(5.13)
)

(5.14)

A similar study conducted on gold nanorods with low aspect ratios compaed DLS results
to theoretical results based on sizes measured from TEM.34 They observed a bimodal correlation
function and the fast and slow modes were attributed to the translational and rotational decays.
Fitting the amplitudes led to size determination as opposed to using the relation: = q2D + 6Dr.
Theoretical results from Ortega and Garcia de la Torre35 differed from experimental by
approximately 20% for rotational diffusion and 15% for translational.
Table 5.2 below shows the results calculated from the Broersma and Tirado equations
based on an average length and width of fractions 40 and 46 measured from TEM. The model
Table 5.2 Comparison of translational and rotational diffusion coefficients and their
corresponding radii calculated from the Stokes-Einstein relationship. Calculations are
based on a TEM average (from fractions 40 and 46) length of 240 nm and width of 172 nm
(axial ratio of 1.4).
Dt (cm2/s)
Rh,t (nm)
Dr (s-1)
Rh,r (nm)
Broersma

5.110-08

48

1039

56

Tirado

2.010-08

120

96

124
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overestimates Rh,t from DLS by 30%, but only by 16% for Rh,t extracted from DDLS. In both
cases it is large compared to Rh,r which is only 3% higher than experimental values.
5.4 Depolarized Scattering from Metallic Particles
Magnetic hybrid particles with inclusions of either cobalt or iron oxide have been
synthesized in this group and by others.36-38 Investigations of whether these particles are capable
of depolarizing light have begun by looking at the depolarization signal from the core metals
alone. Particles suspended in ethanol were sonicated prior to analysis by polarized and
depolarized scattering. A PTFE latex sample was created from a stock solution for comparison
and all samples were measured at a single angle of 45°.
As expected, the latex curves have scattering well above the baseline for DLS/DDLS
with a minimal amount of noise. In both UV and HV modes there are secondary decays from what
is most likely aggregation even with brief sonication of the sample. The coherence of iron is
similar to that of PTFE and, although it is noisy, the correlation function is capable of being fit
by standard methods. The same could not be said for cobalt, whose signal is extremely noisy
throughout. The log-lin plot has no distinct decay.
The decay rate of the PTFE particles is faster than for the metallic particles in U V mode
indicating that the metallic particles are larger in size. Based on the knowledge that PTFE
particles have a hydrodynamic diameter of nearly 200 nm, it can be assumed that these
aggregates are even larger. Magnetic inclusions in hybrid particles are much smaller, closer to 10
nm,36 and it begs the question of whether particles a fraction of the size would depolarize light in
the same capacity.
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Figure 5.14 Correlation functions of polarized and depolarized light scattering for Cobalt and
Iron particles with PTFE for comparison.
5.5 Conclusions and Future Work
Dynamic light scattering is sensitive enough to see small differences in average particle
size even if the sample is polydisperse. Additionally, what appears to be end over end tumbling
of colloidal PTFE is visible in DLS as indicated by the increasing slope with angle. AF4 is a
quick and efficient size separation technique for improving the uniformity of PTFE particles
prior to their use as diffusion probes of various complex fluids, but complexities arise in the
computation of size. Spherical models are not well suited for rodlike particles, even at very low
axial ratios, but neither are models intended for use with anisotropic particles that are typically
only useful for axial ratios of two and above. Future work would include analysis of these
particles by a method designed for particles of this type such as the zeno algorithm developed for
particles of arbitrary shape.39
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All experiments were conducted with surfactant in the stock solution. To determine the
effects of surfactant on the separation the sample could be dialyzed with pure water then
separated by AF4. Results from Sedimentation FFF showed that surfactant affected the
separation ability. This proposed experiment may introduce additional complexities if it is not
discernible whether a surfactant-free sample is not separated due to aggregation. If surfactant has
a negative effect on the separation, then perhaps it would improve. Variation in surfactant type
could also be explored.
Continued studies of hybrid particles with a depolarizing magnetic core would be
recommended as this shows promise as interesting new probes in diffusion studies in a
polypeptide matrix potentially gaining more information about the hybrid particle itself.
Magnetite particles would be the most suitable candidate for these studies because of its high
scattering signal. Comparisons could also be made about whether the thickness of the silica or
polypeptide shell affects signal.
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APPENDIX A. POLARIZED OPTICAL MICROSCOPY FOR PHASE
DIAGRAMS
A.1 Fluorescent, magnetic silica (50 nm diameter)/PBLG/Pyridine

Figure A1.1 Composition: 26 wt% PBLG, 7 wt% silica, 67 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.5A) Photographs on the right are of fluorescent microscopy. Scale bar
is 100 microns.
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Figure A1.2 Composition: 22 wt% PBLG, 6 wt% silica, 72 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.5B) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A1.3 Composition: 19 wt% PBLG, 5 wt% silica, 76 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.15C) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A1.4 Composition: 16 wt% PBLG, 4 wt% silica, 80 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.5D) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A1.5 Composition: 14 wt% PBLG, 4 wt% silica, 82 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.5E) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A1.6 Composition: 12 wt% PBLG, 3 wt% silica, 85 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.5F) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A1.7 Composition: 11.6 wt% PBLG, 8 wt% silica, 80.4 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.7A) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A1.8 Composition: 10.5 wt% PBLG, 7.3 wt% silica, 82.2 wt%
pyridine. (MC.1.7B) All other isotropic samples look similar to this one. See
table A1.1 below. Scale bar is 100 microns.

Table A1.1 Compositions for isotropic samples in phase diagram for 50 nm (diameter) silica.
Sample Name
wt% PBLG
wt% Silica
wt% Pyridine
MC.1.7C

9.5

6.5

84

MC.1.7D

8.1

5.6

86.3

MC.1.7E

6.6

4.6

88.8

MC.1.8A

5.1

10.6

84.3

MC.1.8B

6

12.3

81.7

MC.1.8C

6.3

12.9

80.8

MC.1.21A

4.2

26.7

69.1

MC.1.21B

4.5

28.8

66.7

MC.1.21C

4.8

30.4

64.8
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A.2 Silica (150 nm diameter)/PBLG/Pyridine

Figure A2.1 Composition: 15.6 wt% PBLG, 6.8 wt% silica, 77.6 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.6A) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A2.2 Composition: 20.7 wt% PBLG, 21.0 wt% silica, 58.3 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.15D) Photographs on the bottom row are of the same spot on the sample, with
and without crossed polarizers. Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A2.3 Composition: 15.3 wt% PBLG, 15.6 wt% silica, 69.1 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.15C) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A2.4 Composition: 21.7 wt% PBLG, 22.1 wt% silica, 56.2 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.15E) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A2.5 Composition: 31.9 wt% silica, 68.1 wt% pyridine. (MC.1.16A) Scale
bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A2.6 Composition: 26.9 wt% PBLG, 2.9 wt% silica, 70.2 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.17A) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A2.7 Composition: 24.0 wt% PBLG, 2.6 wt% silica, 73.4 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.17B) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A2.8 Composition: 19.4 wt% PBLG, 2.1 wt% silica, 78.4 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.17D) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A2.9 Composition: 17.2 wt% PBLG, 1.9 wt% silica, 80.9 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.17E) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A2.10 Composition: 14.6 wt% PBLG, 14.4 wt% silica, 71.0 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.18B) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A2.11 Composition: 13.9 wt% PBLG, 13.7 wt% silica, 72.4 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.18C) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Table A2.1 Compositions for isotropic samples in phase diagram for 150 nm (diameter) silica.
Sample Name
wt% PBLG
wt% Silica
wt% Pyridine
MC.1.6B

13.6

5.9

80.5

MC.1.6C

11.8

5.1

83.1

MC.1.6D

10.8

4.7

84.5

MC.1.15A

11.0

11.1

77.9

MC.1.15B

13.3

13.5

73.2

MC.1.17F

14.8

1.6

83.6

MC.1.17G

12.9

1.4

85.7

MC.1.18D

13.3

13.1

73.6

MC.1.18E

12.6

12.4

75.0

MC.1.18F

11.9

11.8

76.3

MC.1.18G

11.3

11.1

77.6

MC.1.19A

5.2

9.5

85.3

MC.1.19B

5.8

10.6

83.6

MC.1.19C

5.8

10.7

83.5

MC.1.19E

6.5

11.9

81.5

MC.1.20A

3.1

25.1

71.8
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A.3 400 nm diameter silica-PBLG/PBLG/Pyridine

Figure A3.1 Composition: 16.7 wt% PBLG, 16.5 wt% silica, 66.8 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.41D) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.2 Composition: 17.2 wt% PBLG, 16.9 wt% silica, 65.9 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.41E) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A3.3 Composition: 23.0 wt% PBLG, 22.6 wt% silica, 54.4 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.41F) Photograph on the right is the same spot in the sample as on the left, but
without crossed polarizers. Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.4 Composition: 4.7 wt% PBLG, 29.4 wt% silica, 65.9 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.44A) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A3.5 Composition: 5.3 wt% PBLG, 33.5 wt% silica, 61.2 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.44B) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.6 Composition: 5.9 wt% PBLG, 37.3 wt% silica, 56.8 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.44C) Photographs on the bottom row are of the same spot on the sample, with
and without crossed polarizers. Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A3.7 Composition: 6.4 wt% PBLG, 40.3 wt% silica, 53.3 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.44D) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.8 Composition: unknown. (MC.1.44E) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.9 Composition: 8.9 wt% PBLG, 16.1 wt% silica, 75.0 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.45B) Scale bar is 150 microns.
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Figure A3.10 Composition: 9.7 wt% PBLG, 17.5 wt% silica, 772.8 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.45C) Scale bar is 150 microns.

Figure A3.11 Composition: 10.5 wt% PBLG, 18.9 wt% silica, 70.6 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.45D) Photographs on the top row are of the same spot on the sample, with and
without crossed polarizers. Scale bar is 150 microns.
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Figure A3.12 Composition: 14.2 wt% PBLG, 25.6 wt% silica, 60.2 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.45F) Scale bar is 150 microns.

Figure A3.13 Composition: 14.2 wt% PBLG, 25.6 wt% silica, 60.2 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.46F) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A3.14 Composition: 30.8 wt% PBLG, 6.4 wt% silica, 62.8 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.51A) Top row is the same position with and without crossed polars. Scale bar
is 100 microns.

Figure A3.15 Composition: 26.8 wt% PBLG, 5.6 wt% silica, 67.6 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.51B) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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A

B

C

D

Figure A3.16 Composition: 23.2 wt% PBLG, 4.8 wt% silica, 72.0 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.51C) A, B and C are all at the same position. B and C are without crossed
polars and differ by focusing depth. Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.17 Composition: 18.0 wt% PBLG, 3.8 wt% silica, 78.2 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.51D) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Figure A3.18 Composition: 14.5 wt% PBLG, 3.0 wt% silica, 82.5 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.51E) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.19 Composition: 12.1 wt% PBLG, 7.8 wt% silica, 80.1 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.52A) Same position on the sample with and without crossed polars. Scale bar
is 100 microns.
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Figure A3.20 Composition: 30.8 wt% PBLG, 6.4 wt% silica, 62.8 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.52B) Top row is the same position with and without crossed polars. Scale bar
is 100 microns.

Figure A3.21 Composition: 14.4 wt% PBLG, 9.3 wt% silica, 76.3 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.52C) Photographs are of the same spot on the sample, with and without
crossed polarizers. Scale bar is 200 microns.
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Figure A3.22 Composition: 15.4 wt% PBLG, 10.0 wt% silica, 74.6 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.52D) Scale bar is 100 microns.

Figure A3.23 Composition: 20.9 wt% PBLG, 13.6 wt% silica, 65.5 wt% pyridine.
(MC.1.52F) Scale bar is 100 microns.
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Table A3.1 Compositions for isotropic samples in phase diagram for 400 nm (diameter) silicaPBLG hybrid particles.
Sample Name
wt% PBLG
wt% Silica-PBLG
wt% Pyridine
MC.1.41A

9.9

9.7

80.4

MC.1.41B

12.2

12.1

75.7

MC.1.41C

12.9

12.7

74.4

MC.1.45A

8.0

14.5

77.5

MC.1.46A

0

10.2

89.8

MC.1.46B

0

12.3

87.7

MC.1.46C

0

15.3

84.7

MC.1.46D

0

25.9

74.1

MC.1.46E

0

29.1

70.9

MC.1.51F

11.8

2.5

85.7
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APPENDIX B. MATLAB PROGRAM TO GENERATE COORDINATES FOR CORESHELL BEAD MODEL

**generates spiral coordinates around central point
r=1;
center (3,1)=0;
n=30;
p=zeros (3,n);
for i = 1 : n
cosphi = ((n - i)*(-1.0)+(i - 1)*(+1.0))/(n - 1);
sinphi = sqrt(1.0-cosphi^2);
if ( i == 1 || i == n )
theta = 0.0;
else
theta = theta + 3.6 / ( sinphi * sqrt ( n ) );
theta = mod ( theta, 2.0 * pi );
end
p(1,i) = center(1,1) + r * sinphi * cos ( theta );
p(2,i) = center(2,1) + r * sinphi * sin ( theta );
p(3,i) = center(3,1) + r * cosphi;
end
**print results to a text file
fileID = fopen('spicoo.txt','w');
fprintf(fileID,'%6s %10s %10s\n','x','y','z');
fprintf(fileID,'%8.5f %10.5f %10.5f\r\n',p);
fclose(fileID);
type spicoo.txt
**view spiral in graphics window
x=p(1,:);
y=p(2,:);
z=p(3,:);
scatter3 (x,y,z,'filled'), view (-60, 60), view (40, 35);
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plot3(x,y,z);
grid on
axis square
**”grow” polypeptide chain from sphere surface and print results to a text file
fileID = fopen('fbA.txt','w');
for i=100:200;
b=i*p;
c=b.';
fprintf(fileID,'%8.2f %15.2f %22.2f\r\n',b);
end
fclose(fileID);
type fbA.txt;
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